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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
CSV (Comma Separated Values) a file format for storing spreadsheets that many pro-
gramming languages can parse
DOM (Document Object Model) an interface that models HTML documents as trees
GUI (Graphical User Interface) an interface for interacting with a program using graph-
ical commands (such as button clicks and menu selections) as opposed to typed com-
mands.
hOCR an open standard that extends HTML for storing OCR output developed in 2007
by Thomas Breuel [34]
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) the extension of XML used to write websites
IDE (Integrative Development Environment) an application for writing and testing a
computer program
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) a file format for storing data objects that was orig-
inally developed for JavaScript but is now widely used. The JSON format is newer
than XML and is often promoted as less bloated alternative.
NAEP (the National Assessment of Educational Progress) a test designed to measure
what U.S. students know in various subjects. Also known as The Nations Report
Card.
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) an set algorithms that extract text from images
STEM (Science Technology Engineering and Math) a term policy makers and educa-
tors use to group disciplines which rely heavily on mathematics and are (on average)
valued highly by employers.
stop word words that are so common in a language their presence in a text snippet conveys
very little information about that snippet. Examples for English include ‘the’ and ‘it’.
TESS (Text-position Evaluation from a Screen-recorded Session) the tool proposed in
this document
XML (Extensible Markup Language) a general markup language that has been extended
for hundreds of purposes and is designed to be readable by both humans and ma-
chines.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Educational reading materials are increasingly available to students in digital environ-
ments [59, 126, 144, 193]. The use of digital education materials is likely to increase as eco-
nomic trends continue to drive down the price of electronic books and the devices needed
to access them [164, 172]. However, little is known of how electronic texts should be
designed to increase learner comprehension [192, 193], engagement [143] and enjoyment
[104, 115, 125, 149, 202, 211, 224]. Expanding our understanding of design principles for
digital reading environments will require extensive study of these environments. Currently,
studies of digital reading are hampered by the available tools for monitoring user engage-
ment. This dissertation presents TESS (Text-position Evaluation from a Screen-recorded
Session), a tool that tracks and codes user actions in reading environments using screen
recordings.
TESS improves on previous tools by focusing on behaviors that are of interest to the
reading research community, working with all stimuli, and scaling for studies with hun-
dreds of participants. There are existing tools that fulfill some but not all of these require-
ments. Unfortunately, effectively studying reading behaviors in authentic settings cannot
be done with partial solutions. The following chapters discuss the problem TESS was built
to solve, existing tools and why they do not solve the problem, and experiments that show
TESS works as it was designed to and how it has been successfully used for scientific
studies.
TESS is designed to:
1. Be easy to setup with any stimuli
2. Track text movements and interactions
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3. Scale for larger studies
Existing tools don’t do these things. Tools that integrate with the software used by
participants cannot be setup with arbitrary stimuli. Existing optical tools do not track text
movements and interactions. Currently, many reading researchers use human coders to
track participant actions, but this does not scale for larger studies. The strengths and weak-
nesses of existing tools are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.2.
There is a lot of diversity in digital reading environments. Software for reading ranges
from web browsers to PDF readers to video games to text editors. The hardware this
software runs on also has a lot of variance from large desktop monitors to mobile devices
and even wearable devices like smart watches, which currently allow users to read short
news articles and may expand their reading options over time. TESS uses video recordings
of participants’ screens as its input. By not relying on other software packages, this ensures
that it works with all current reading environments and those that haven’t been invented yet.
On most devices, video recordings can be captured using inbuilt screen recording software.
When this is not the case, a camera can be setup to record the screen.
TESS brakes the video input into segments based on when the screen changed. The
color and location of each word on the screen in each segment are extracted by TESS using
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and pixel grouping. It uses text files which describe
the readings used in the study and colors input by the researcher to correct mistakes in the
extraction process. Once information on word positions and colors is extracted from each
segment, TESS aggregates information across segments into ‘micro’ actions like scrolling
and highlighting or pairs the information with other data sources such as eye tracking infor-
mation to measure which words participants looked at most often. These ‘micro’ actions
can be further aggregated to create ‘macro’ actions like editing a highlight.
In this context ‘micro’ actions are actions that take less than a second to complete or
can be described by the number of short time intervals they occur in. For example scrolling
can be described by the number of times the text moves in a series of 12 second or
1
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second time intervals. Using 1100 second intervals will give a more precise measurement of
how often participants scroll, but both window sizes are small enough to be useful. A 10
second time interval is too large to capture whether a participant slowly scrolls from time
to time or moves the page in short ‘bursts’ that only last a second. Significantly, ‘micro’
actions, while often hypothesized about as discussed in Section 2.1, are rarely studied since
human coders find it difficult and tedious to log ‘micro’ actions, and existing computational
tracking tools are incompatible with many digital reading environments.
Researchers who wish to study ‘macro’ actions that take more than a second can ben-
efit from first coding ‘micro’ actions with a tool like TESS. In cases where the ‘macro’
action can be easily described in terms of ‘micro’ actions, aggregating TESS’s output in-
stead of coding the actions with human coders can save time for lab assistants. When
‘macro’ actions are more subjective, human coders may find it easier to identify actions
from a visualization of ‘micro’ actions than from watching participants in lab or review-
ing a screen recording. The helpfulness of an example visualization of ‘micro’ actions for
coding ‘macro’ actions is discussed in Section 4.7.
Since the text files and colors for correcting mistakes in TESS’s extraction step must
be entered by the researcher, TESS is most useful when a large number of users are asked
to read a small set of documents. This is not to say that the range of experiments that
would benefit from a tool like TESS is small. Even in experiments where participants are
allowed to edit a lot of the text, TESS can be used to track behaviors like window switching
(which can be monitored by tracking static text snippets like window headers) and errors
encountered (the text of possible error messages is often known to researchers). The need
for research into how to design good digital reading environments is well documented and
growing as explained in Section 2.1. Publishers of print media are able to draw on centuries
of reader observations to create the best artifacts for a range of audiences. Despite the fact
that relatively little is known about how to make a good digital reading artifacts, electronic
books are already used in classrooms. TESS helps educators and publishers by making
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it easier to study how readers use digital texts and which behaviors have the strongest
correlation with learning outcomes.
Compared to traditional paper reading environments, relatively little is known about
how digital reading environments affect comprehension and enjoyment [104, 115, 125, 143,
192, 224], but the use of digital texts for education and pleasure is spreading rapidly. The
quick adoption of new digital reading environments is likely to continue due to their rela-
tively low cost [164, 172, 179], and the large amount of venture capital currently invested
in educational technology start-ups [37]. As a result, it is vital that researchers investigate
how readers experience digital reading environments and offer actionable advice for con-
tent designers. This is a large research goal. Digital reading environments lack many of the
physical constraints of paper based reading environments which presents content creators
with a much larger design space. The speed with which research findings can be acted
upon is also faster in digital reading environments. Corrections to paper books must wait
on publication, distribution and buying cycles, but digital texts can be edited and pushed
to readers’ devices remotely [13, 111, 173]. They are also cheaper to distribute if readers
already have a device to view them on and can be more portable [211]. Thus, findings
from research on digital reading environments can be applied faster and with less expense
than research on paper reading. TESS enables researchers to quickly study existing digital
reading tools and provide recommendations to readers, schools and software designers.
4
Chapter 2
Related Research
This chapter discusses both the evidence that a tool like TESS is needed and explains
why existing tools are insufficient. These discussions are divided into two sections. Section
2.1 goes through studies and research areas that would benefit from TESS. This section
shows there is a demand for a tool like TESS and discusses some of the ways TESS could
be applied to answer existing research questions. Section 2.2 covers existing tools that
solve some of the problems discussed in Section 2.1 and how TESS improves on these
solutions.
2.1 Functional Specification
How students read both in and out of school is changing drastically [126]. As electronic
reading devices such as laptops, tablets, and smart phones become cheaper, the fraction of
educational reading material that students consume from paper is shrinking. Research by
psychologists and educational specialists have uncovered differences in how students learn
from paper and digital reading formats [143, 228], but there is less research into what
causes these differences and how design decisions in digital devices affect learning. One
reason for this gap is that researchers don’t have access to tools for studying micro actions
inside closed digital reading applications. ‘Closed’ applications do not publish their source
code or provide interfaces for tracking software to monitor the application. Many of the
software packages currently used in schools are ‘closed’. Most studies that investigate
‘micro’ reading behaviors do so using ‘open’ software specifically designed for the study
[5, 42, 150, 213]. TESS uses screen recordings to study ‘micro’ actions in any digital
reading environment.
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TESS extracts the location of words in a video at each time point using OCR that has
been corrected using the text of stimuli files. Once the text locations are known, they can
be used to compute reading actions such as scrolling and zooming. Highlighting can also
be tracked by categorizing the pixel colors at a word’s location. TESS will help researchers
studying electronic book design by uncovering how different readers interact with the text.
It will help educators by showing them which reading strategies are used by the strongest
students (these strategies can be taught to other students). It can help individuals by show-
ing them their own reading behavior in a variety of settings. Unlike existing systems,
TESS can be applied to any electronic reading environment, allowing researchers to study
the tools currently used in schools.
Tools for studying digital reading must
1. Be easy to setup with any stimuli
2. Track text movements and interactions
3. Scale for larger studies
If a tool only works with some stimuli, then researchers who wish to study the reading
environments currently used in schools (over which they have no control) will not be able
to use the tool. Even if these researchers partner with software designers to prototype new
reading environments based on their research, they will not be familiar with tracking tools
that they have not previously used. Thus, even in contexts where an integrated tool could be
helpful, it is less likely to be used. A tool that cannot track text movements and interactions
would miss most of the data in a reading study. Tools that track other things, such as mouse
movements and button clicks, have been successfully used to study behavior during some
reading tasks [9, 72, 89]. However, these actions are rare in many reading environments,
where the most common actions are scrolling or page turning. Tracking tools that do not
scale to larger studies do not provide enough value for researchers to justify the overhead
of setting them up and learning how to use them. All tools take time to understand, in order
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to be adopted by an overworked group like the research community, a tool must offer a
big payoff for learning how to use it. Small data sets can be closely analyzed by research
assistants, so any tool that only works for small studies is unlikely to provide much more
value than hiring extra staff.
2.1.1 Digital Reading
How we read is constantly evolving. Until the first century A.D., Europeans read from
scrolls rather than books [49]. The advantage of books with pages over physical scrolls is
that they can be read out of order more easily than a scroll, and there is evidence that early
Christians often used this technology to read the Bible out of order [197]. More recently,
the invention of putting spaces between words and standardizing spelling made it easier to
read text without sounding it out and disturbing anyone nearby [184]. The latest disruption
is digital reading environments, which allow readers to view even scrolls out of order via
hyperlinks.
In any reading environment, there is a large space of design decisions. For example,
when printing a book a publisher must decide how thick the paper will be, how wide to
make the margins for note taking, and whether to have cutouts for quickly finding certain
locations in the book (such as the start of each letter in a dictionary). For paper books,
publishers can refer to centuries of book usage to make these decisions, but digital reading
artifacts have only been widely available for a few decades. To fill this gap in knowledge
and ensure that digital textbooks are meeting the needs of learners, researchers must study
a range of questions including: how do readers use digital reading materials, how does the
design of digital reading materials affect learner goals, and what design decisions annoy
readers.
The most common method for investigating this final question is to ask students about
their preferences between various reading environments. Many studies have been done on
preferences between digital and paper textbooks among university students. While both
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universities [172] and students [164] report opting for electronic textbooks to save money,
most students report that they prefer studying from paper books. The reasons for preferring
paper books range from easier note taking in paper books [125, 202, 224], better focus [104,
211, 224], less eye exhaustion [125], and easier between-section navigation [149]. Less
research has been done on preferences between different types of digital reading devices,
but a 2011 study by Mitchell Weisberg found that students prefer reading from tablets to
reading from laptops [211]. Weisberg also found that once the software on the tablets he
gave students was updated to make note taking easier, many students reported preferring
tablet reading to paper reading. The goal of this dissertation is not to replace paper reading
with digital reading, but rather to facilitate the study of digital reading so that the design
decisions digital content creators make are as informed as those made by paper publishers.
While reader preferences are important, how much learners are gaining from using var-
ious reading environments also matters. Like preference studies, investigations of compre-
hension in digital reading environments have primarily concentrated on comparing digital
reading to paper reading. Recent meta-analysis of this work has found that while effect
sizes are not large, most studies with significant results have found that students learn bet-
ter from paper texts than digital texts [59, 193]. This result is not unexpected given the
longer history of developing paper reading materials for classrooms, but Delgado et al.
also found that the inferiority of digital reading environments has not decreased over the
last two decades [59]. Thus, better electronic textbook design will not naturally emerge
without research into how modern electronic texts are failing students. TESS provides a
method for closely examining what behaviors are linked to decreased comprehension and
using these findings to quickly iterate on existing designs.
There is evidence that the effect size of comprehension differences between digital and
paper reading is affected by the subject of the text being read and the length of the stimuli.
A study by Margolin et al. that tested subjects on narrative articles rather than textbooks
found no difference between paper and digital reading [145]. A 2014 study by Mangen and
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Kuiken found that readers using an iPad were less transported by a story than those reading
from paper when they were told the article was non-fiction [143]. However, readers who
were told that the same text was a fictional story experienced no difference between digital
and paper reading. In 2017, Singer and Alexander found that the effect between digital and
paper on collecting key points was larger for a book excerpt than a newspaper article, both
because the digital readers did slightly better on the newspaper article and because paper
readers performed worse on the newspaper article [192].
There are many potential reasons that digital reading may be better for some subjects
than others. Readers who are used to reading novels linearly and don’t like to mark up their
books may not miss the navigational and note taking options available in paper environ-
ments when they read novels digitally. However these tools are often viewed as essential
when going through examples in a textbook. Most readers who are currently adults did not
study from digital textbooks when they were in school, but currently get a lot of their news
from digital newspapers. Thus these readers may simply feel more comfortable studying
from paper books and reading news from digital devices. This hypothesis has been dubbed
the ‘shallowing hypothesis’ based on the idea that digital devices are primarily marketed
and used for ‘shallower’ reading tasks. Researching how reading environment design af-
fects readers across a range of subjects requires many studies of the same behaviors with
different stimuli. TESS is well suited to assist these studies since it can easily be set up
with any stimuli.
A few hypotheses have been put forward to explain the differences in comprehension
between paper and digital reading. One is that the navigation methods used in paper en-
vironments are better for comprehension than those used in digital reading environments.
This hypothesis is discussed further in Section 2.1.2. Another explanation has been named
the ‘shallowing hypothesis’ and explains the difference by claiming that readers find it diffi-
cult to concentrate when reading from digital devices because they associate digital devices
with distracting applications like social media.
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The ‘shallowing hypothesis’ states that exposure to media devices decreases reflective
thought [6]. This hypothesis has been widely championed by Nicholas Carr in an article
for the Atlantic and a subsequent book [44, 45]. While there is some evidence that frequent
use of social media and instant messaging decreases reflective thought [6, 140, 201], there
has been less research into whether all digital reading negatively impacts reflection. A
2010 survey of experienced readers found that distracting reading environments are not
limited to social media sites. Readers reported that most articles they read online had
distracting adds embedded in the text [90]. In order to focus on the article, the readers
said they tried to scroll the adds off the screen. A study in 2016 compared reading in an
environment with ads to one in which all ads and pictures have been removed. They found
that readers performed better in the environment without ads [70] but didn’t collect data
on how readers acted differently in the two environments. TESS could be used to measure
expert and novice behavior on websites with and without ads. These measurements would
allow researchers to measure the difference in screen time ads get between expert and
novice readers. They could also be used to measure whether expert readers change their
behavior when the digital reading environment is designed to help readers focus.
2.1.2 Navigation
Interest in how readers navigate digital reading environments comes from several sources.
Some reading researchers believe observed differences between digital and paper reading
environments can be explained by how readers navigate in each environment [193]. Other
reading researchers have suggested that better navigation tools in digital environments may
improve reader enjoyment and comprehension [69, 132]. Researchers studying knowledge
retrieval for libraries or search engines have found that some navigational tools help users
find information faster [11, 55]. TESS can help researchers characterize navigation within
and between documents by tracking which documents a participant is looking at and their
position within the document.
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In 2017, a survey of 36 studies comparing digital and paper reading comprehension
found that the studies reported no difference or a slightly better outcome in the digital
environment when the stimuli text contained 500 words or less and better outcomes in
the paper condition when the stimuli contained 500 words or more [193]. Based on these
results, the authors of the survey hypothesize that methods of navigating documents that
are too large to be displayed on a single screen, like scrolling, are responsible for poor
reading comprehension in the studies with longer stimuli.
The hypothesis that scrolling negatively affects reading predates this 2017 review. In
1997, O’Hara and Sellen asked members of their lab to read a scientific article either on
a desktop or on paper and summarize it [156]. Subjects reported that the task was easier
on paper because scrolling was difficult in the digital version and note taking tools were
better in the paper version. Ten years later, Erik Wstlund asked students to collect infor-
mation on a desktop in which text was navigated either using a scroll bar or page links.
He found no difference in test results between the two versions, but participants who had
to use the scroll bar said it was more mentally taxing [208]. In 2008, Kim and Huynh
found that while there were no significant differences in test results between students who
took the test on a computer and those who took it on paper, the test takers using the com-
puter did worse during the reading portion, which required them to read a longer article
than any other part of the test [107]. A 2011 study of students reading articles on an iPad
compared reading comprehension between students using paging and scrolling to navigate
the articles. The authors found that participants using the scrolling environment did worse
on narrative texts, but there was no difference for procedural articles [73]. Characterizing
how students scroll with a tool like TESS would allow researchers to test whether the ob-
served effects of scrolling environments are linked to certain scrolling behaviors or impact
all readers equally. An example of a study like this is discussed in Section 5.1.
Digital environments present a much larger design space for reading navigation than
analog environments because they have fewer physical constraints. Some researchers have
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looked beyond paging and scrolling to explore how alternative navigation methods may
help digital readers. In 2006, Leigle and Janicki asked 63 undergraduates to read a series
of lessons [136]. Each lesson had hyperlinks embedded in the lesson text and as well as
previous and next buttons at the bottom of the page. The table of contents was shown at
the side of the page, and readers could click on it to access the beginning of each module.
Leigle and Janicki found that whether learners preferred to follow hyperlinks embedded in
the lesson or click the next button at the bottom of the page (and go through the lessons
in order) correlated with how learners were categorized on Kolb’s Learning Styles and
Learning Preferences scale. Those learners who used the navigation strategy that correlated
with their learning style category did better on a post test than those who did not.
Cockburn et al. developed a reading environment in which readers can view an entire
book as a grid of thumbnails displaying the contents of each page [55]. To read a page
users can click on its thumbnail. The page that a reader was most recently on is highlighted
in the thumbnail view so readers don’t loose their place. Cockburn et al. compared the
speed of user navigation between their environment, a scrolling environment and scrolling
environments enhanced with clickable thumbnails. They found that their ‘page thumbnail’
environment enabled users to navigate faster.
Atterer and Lorenzi build an environment in 2008 that color codes the scroll bar in a
scrolling environment to show users which parts of a webpage receive the longest dwell
times [11]. A user study comparing this system to the existing table of contents navigation
system for Wikipedia articles found that all participants preferred the color coded scroll
bar. On average, participants performed 7 out of 8 tasks faster when using the color coded
scroll bar, but only a few of these differences were significant.
In 2013, Li et al. asked 60 undergraduates to read a passage, take a post test and then
come back a week later and take another post test after reviewing the stimuli [132]. The
authors built a reading environment for the study that inserted a clickable toolbar at the
bottom of the text which was designed to encourage users to take surveying and question-
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ing strategies while reading. The authors hoped these strategies would help readers build a
contextual map of the text. Each participant was assigned to one of 3 reading conditions:
using a scrolling environment without guidance, using a scrolling environment and receiv-
ing guidance on surveying and questioning strategies, and using the environment with the
clickable toolbar. Students who were given the toolbar completed navigational tasks faster
and got better scores when they came back for the final test.
In 2015, Franze et al. developed a reading environment that opened links to other parts
of the document in a secondary ‘split view’ window so the source of the link remained on
the screen [69]. They compared this environment to one that used a single view and only
showed the targets of links. The results showed no difference in reading comprehension
between the two environments, but participants said they preferred the split view.
In the above experiments, a new reading environment was built for each study. Thus,
tools that track environments by interfacing with the software will only work with these
environments if the researchers building the environment ensure that their environment
matches the interface required by the tool. Most researchers are on tight schedules and a lot
of environment building is done by graduate students without much software engineering
experience. This makes it difficult to use interfacing tools with environment prototypes.
TESS solves this problem by working from what is displayed on the screen rather than the
underlying program. This means it should work as well in new reading environments as in
existing ones.
2.1.3 Dwell Time
How long a document or section is displayed on the screen during a reading experiment
has been linked to user interest in knowledge retrieval studies. In 2001, Claypool et al.
found that the amount of time web searchers spent on a webpage had a strong correlation to
the relevance of the page as rated by a computational recommender system [54]. In 2014,
Balakrishnan and Zhang found that dwell time was as precise an indicator of document
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relevancy as other passive feedback measures like text selection and whether or not the
user reviewed the content [17]. Models that integrated multiple passive feedback channels
outperformed models that only looked at one attribute or only relied on the content of the
document.
Other studies have found that dwell time can be an indication of interest, but is not
equally meaningful in all contexts and varies significantly between users. In 2001, Kelly
and Belkin ran a study that found dwell time was not significantly related to participants’
self-rating of document relevance [105]. Based on this, they suggest dwell time may be
relevant in some knowledge retrieval scopes but not others. In 2004, Kelly and Belkin ran
another study on a larger set of search tasks that lasted fourteen weeks [106]. This longer
study only contained 7 participants. Some participants showed a relationship between dis-
play time and document relevance but others did not. On average there was no relationship.
In 2008, Liu et al. built a model of page relevance based on the links users followed and
the time they spent on each page [139]. They found that this model outperformed historic
models like PageRank. Like Kelly and Belkin, Liu et al. did not always find dwell time
information helpful. To increase the accuracy of their model, Liu et al. treating dwell time
like a noisy variable. If the dwell time for a page exceeded 30 minutes, it was assumed
that the user had left their computer and come back to it, so the dwell time observation was
thrown out and replaced with another dwell time observation for that page. A study by Kim
et al. in 2014 also found that modified dwell time measurements were useful for predicting
user satisfaction [110]. Their model was able to predict the satisfaction users received from
clicking on links from dwell time if they conditioned dwell time on the page’s topic, length,
and ease of reading.
When the screen size is small, it makes more sense to measure the dwell time for parts
of the document instead of for the document as a whole, since less of the document can be
shown on the screen at once. More knowledge retrieval researchers are measuring dwell
time in this way as the use of small screens increases. In 2009, Buscher et al. found that
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using paragraph level dwell time to re-rank search results and expand queries produced
results that were as good as those based on eye tracking data [41]. In 2014, Yi et al. found
that DOM (Document Object Model) item level dwell time could be used to predict user
engagement with a webpage if the engagement model was trained separately for each user
and normalized for the screen size [222].
In 2014, Lagun et al. measured the correlation between the dwell time and gaze duration
for items in a web page’s DOM when the webpage was viewed from a mobile phone [121].
They found that the phone’s screen typically only displayed three to four DOM items at
a time and there was a strong correlation between an item’s dwell time and the total gaze
duration recorded for the item with an eye tracker. This suggests dwell time can be used
as a proxy for gaze at the paragraph level on mobile devices. Two years later, Lagun and
Lalmas looked at the relationship between dwell time for different parts of news articles
and user engagement [122]. They found that document level dwell time was not a good
proxy for engagement since unengaged users may spend a lot of time staring at pictures
at the top of the article while interested users may quickly skim the article. However, by
modeling the time a participant spends on each part of the article as a topic model Lagun
and Lalmas were able to predict user engagement.
Dwell time may be complicated to interpret across users, but there is evidence that
users can easily extrapolate meaning from their own dwell time data. In 2008, Atterer and
Lorenzi built a tool that shows website users which parts of a document they previously
dwelt on the longest [11]. Participants were asked to revisit Wikipedia pages multiple
times while completing a set of 8 tasks. Participants did better on the tasks when they were
shown their dwell time data and described the experience of using the website with this
data as more positive.
Dwell time has not had as much interest in the educational reading research community
as it has enjoyed among knowledge retrieval researchers, but there is evidence that educa-
tion researchers should study dwell time. In 2015, Sadallah et al. built a system for online
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courses that measured how long students spent on each document in the course [183]. They
asked course authors whether they valued this feedback and 71% said yes. The tools used to
study dwell time in the experiments described above all require the stimuli to be a website,
which is unrealistic for many educational studies, many of which study reading behaviors
in PDFs and ebooks. TESS allows education researchers to measure dwell time in offline
environments as well as on websites.
2.1.4 Highlighting
Active engagement with learning resources has been shown to result in better outcomes
than passive engagement [23, 114]. Texts can encourage active learning by asking read-
ers to solve questions, but the most common method of active engagement inside reading
environments are annotations. Digital reading environments usually don’t have as many
annotation tools as paper environments [147, 211]. There is evidence that the highlighting
and commenting tools currently available in many digital reading environments are not as
conducive to learning as using a pen with paper [23].
The reason why digital annotation tools are not as helpful as paper annotation tools is
still an open research question. One hypothesis, advanced by Mueller and Oppenheimer, is
that students learn more from note taking if the act of recording a note takes longer [154].
Mueller and Oppenheimer developed this hypothesis after conducting a study in 2014 that
found that students did better on post-tests when they took notes by hand than when they
typed their notes (the students typed faster than they wrote by hand). An examination of
the notes taken showed that typed notes usually resembled a transcript of the lecture video
while hand written notes contained less text and synthesized the lecture more. Similar stud-
ies have found that comprehension differences between typing and writing notes longhand
depend on the nature of the post test. In 2011, Bohay et al. found that there was no differ-
ence between typed and hand written notes for performance on a multiple choice test [30].
A study by Bui et al. in 2012 asked students to type notes during a lecture [36]. Half the
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students were asked to transcribe the lecture and half were asked to take organized notes.
The students who transcribed the lecture did better on a test administered immediately after
the lecture, but those who organized their notes did better on a test administered 24 hours
after the lecture.
A thorough examination of Mueller and Oppenheimer’s hypothesis would require ex-
amining the role of time in annotation tasks outside of lecture notes, such as highlighting.
TESS records highlighting and text selection in most colors and pinpoints when highlights
are made, edited and deleted. This information could be used to determine whether stu-
dents who take longer to make or edit highlights experience greater learning gains than
those who highlight quickly.
Highlights and text selections can also be studied as potential indications of interest and
summary tools. In 2012, White and Buscher found that text selections could be interpreted
as a passive indication of interest to improve search results [213]. A study by Balakrishnan
and Zhang in 2014 found that text selections are a more precise indication of interest than
other passive measures such as reviewing the page [17]. In knowledge retrieval tasks, text
selections are relatively rare [42], so search engine researchers have not investigated text
selections as thoroughly as attributes like dwell time. However, in educational reading
contexts where highlights can be saved for later review, highlighting is more common.
TESS’s highlight tracking can be used by researchers looking at a variety of stimuli who
wish to study user interest.
There is evidence that students enjoy using highlighting tools while they read. A
2011 study by Weisberg asked business students to describe their preferences between pa-
per books and electronic books on tablets after using both books [211]. In the first two
semesters (when the tablets did not have highlighting capabilities) the students preferred
the paper books, but once the tablets added highlighting tools in the third semester a plu-
rality of the students preferred the tablets.
Digital reading environments may currently have inferior annotation tools, but there is
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a lot of potential for building improved tools. Digital highlights and notes can be extracted
from the source material and shared easier than paper annotations [102]. TESS makes
it possible to extract text selections from a screen recording for later review even when
the reading environment does not provide a method of saving highlights. In 2005, Chi et
al. prototyped a tool that automatically highlights parts of a document based on a user’s
search to make skimming for information easier [52]. By using TESS and an eye tracker,
researchers can observe the correlation between the positions of automatically highlighted
words and gaze to test the value of automatic highlights for guiding reading.
2.1.5 Time Series Data
There are several tools that track user actions over time such as mouse trackers, keystroke
loggers, eye trackers, brain scanners and heart rate monitors. These tools are increasingly
being used by researchers as they become cheaper, more accurate, and easier to setup
[116, 186]. Unfortunately, most tools in this category record the time that a participant
moves the mouse or experiences an elevated heart rate as a time series, but not what was
displayed on the screen at that time. This makes the time series information less useful for
answering research questions. TESS bridges this gap for digital reading studies by moni-
toring what is displayed on the screen throughout the study so the time series information
can be linked to the stimuli.
The mouse and keyboard are controlled by a device’s operating system, so they can
be tracked independently of any software displaying the stimuli. However, in order to
measure mouse position relative to the content of the stimuli, the content being displayed
must also be recorded. TESS’s output can be paired with the output of a mouse movement
or keystroke logger by matching timestamps.
There are already tools that record documents displayed on the screen with mouse
movements and keystroke logs for some stimuli types. In 2001, Mueller and Lockerd
conducted a user study on the value of mouse movement data which was recorded by a
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modified webpage [153]. They found this data helpful for modeling user interest in search
tasks. In 2006, Atterer et al. made a JavaScript plugin to track mouse hovers and clicks
in unmodified webpages [12]. As a case study for their tool, Atterer et al. asked 12 par-
ticipants to find edit instructions on a Wikipedia page and create a calendar appointment
on a web calendar. From the information gathered by their tool they were able to deter-
mine that only 4 of the participants took the optimal path through links on Wikipedia and
document mistakes users made while making the calendar appointment. Based on these
results, Atterer et al. suggest that mouse data is useful for studying webpage usability. In
2008, Guo and Agichtein used mouse movements (tracked by a JavaScript plugin for Fire-
fox) to distinguish between navigational and informational searches [78]. They note that
mouse clicks and hovers are insufficient for categorizing these types of searchers, prov-
ing that mouse movements contain value beyond click through information. Since 2008,
several researchers have used mouse movements on websites to study search strategies
[10, 42, 80, 93, 120]. TESS allows studies of mouse movements during reading to be
conducted outside of websites.
Tools that log the state of word processing software in addition to keystrokes have been
used to study writing processes. In 2006, Leijten and Waes built a keystroke logger that
records keystrokes and the content of the screen for common word processors on Macintosh
computers [128]. In 2016, Torrance et al. used keystroke logs, mouse tracking and eye
tracking to measure how much time writers spend re-reading their work [200]. In 2017,
Chan logged writer’s keystrokes using Leijten and Waes’s tool, and interviewed each writer
about their cognitive process immediately after the study [47]. She found that actions
recorded in the keystroke data such as pausing and revisions were correlated to how the
writer described their cognitive state at the time. TESS is developed for reading rather than
writing experiments, since the text used in the stimuli is a required input to correct the OCR.
Keystroke logs that describe notes taken by the user (which TESS ignores) or key-presses
used for navigation such as ‘page up’ and ‘page down’ can be used to augment TESS’s
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output. In future work, the text used to correct the OCR can be modified by keystroke
information to enable TESS’s use in writing studies.
Even when not connected to the stimuli, mouse and keystroke information has been
used to draw conclusions on user behavior. Both mouse movements [174] and keystroke
logs [129] have been shown to contain enough information to uniquely identify users. In
2009, Wengelin et al. used keystroke and eye tracking data to study the cognitive processes
during text production [212]. TESS would allow these researchers who are not currently
served by existing tools to connect mouse and keystroke information to their stimuli.
Mouse movements have been studied by several researchers as a proxy for gaze [50,
79, 92, 93, 135, 180]. How well this works appears to depend on the task participants
are performing, but there is evidence that some researchers could use mouse tracking with
TESS to approximate where readers’ eyes are fixating if they don’t have access to an eye
tracker.
Figure 2.1: A visualization of how TESS’s output can be paired with gaze data. The
fixations in the gaze data are shown as purple dots and the word positions found by TESS
are shown as red boxes. Using TESS, researchers can describe fixation locations in terms
of their position within an article rather than their position on the screen.
As eye trackers improve, they open a new avenue for studying reading. Researchers
have used eye trackers to monitor how often users move their eyes in various environments
[228], which parts of a computer screen users fixate on the most often [38, 39], and count
the fixations of readers at various proficiency levels [119]. Unfortunately, modern eye
tracking software can tell researchers the Cartesian coordinates of where a participant is
gazing on a screen, but only records what is displayed on that screen as a video. This works
if the stimuli is a still image or a video, but does not connect gaze to the stimuli when the
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participant has control of the screen. When participants use normal reading environments
and have control over when text is scrolled or a page is turned, figuring out what is displayed
under a participant’s gaze at each point in this video recording is non-trivial. There has been
some work on estimating what users read without connecting their gaze to what they read.
For example, Kunze et al. found that they could estimate the number of words users view
from the number of fixations in their gaze data [117]. More recently, Bhattacharya and
Gwizdka used the speed of participant’s fixations to determine whether they were closely
reading a section or skimming it [27]. TESS eliminates the need for this by providing the
Cartesian coordinates of all words on the screen, so gaze fixations can be mapped to the
stimuli not areas of the screen. A visualization of how fixation coordinates and TESS’s
output can be combined is shown in Figure 2.1.
Several methods have been developed for measuring emotion during reading experi-
ments. In 2010, Feild et al. used pressure sensitive chairs and mouse buttons to predict
frustration during web search [66]. When they combined this data with software that de-
tects emotion from a video recording of the participants face they were able to model frus-
tration with 66% accuracy. Feild et al. also tracked user’s search query behavior using a
plugin for Firefox that told them how long users took to perform a task, how many pages
users visited, and what queries users typed. These query statistics were more accurate for
modeling frustration than the emotional response sensors. TESS would allow researchers
to track dwell time and articles visited regardless of whether the stimuli was shown using
Firefox or not. Researchers could pair this information with emotional response data using
timestamps.
In more recent years, emotional response sensors have improved. In 2016, Fabian
Benitez-Quiroz developed software to recognize emotions from videos of users’ faces [65].
They were able to make their software more robust by training it on a diverse sample of
faces that included a wide range of skin colors and ages. As emotional response sensors be-
come more reliable and easier to use, more researchers will want to use them. TESS allows
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these researchers to pair any emotional response data they collect with precise information
about what participants are viewing.
2.1.6 Tracking Work
Digital reading environments are not limited to electronic books and websites. Re-
searchers are also interested in tracking user actions in IDEs (Integrative Development
Environments) [46, 131, 142, 159, 163, 170, 171], application switching behavior [99, 146,
158], notification management [43, 99], and menu selections [135, 182]. If the text that par-
ticipants are reading is not known in advance, such as when researchers want to track what
participants are typing, then TESS cannot be used since the OCR detected labels are insuffi-
ciently accurate. However, if researchers are interested in text that is not being edited, such
as window titles, menu items, notification headers, or error messages, TESS can be used to
track participant actions. The prevalence of text snippets which are not edited, such as but-
ton labels, is larger even in text editors like Microsoft Word. Tracking user actions related
to these snippets can provide insights for improving worker productivity [21, 43, 99, 182]
and educational materials [46, 131].
In 2005, Mark et al. observed workers in an information technology office as they went
about their day [146]. The researchers found that workers frequently received interruptions
throughout the day, but these only slowed work down if they forced the worker to change
the ‘sphere’ of their work (i.e. forced them to think about a different project). Mark et
al. suggest that work fragmentation should be measured according to how often workers
must change ‘spheres’ not how often they change applications. One way of doing this
is to categorize documents that workers are looking at and measure how often the main
document on their screen changes categories using TESS.
In 2007, Iqbal and Horvitz found that they could get more precise information than
Mark et al. on how interruptions were caused and how long they lasted by using a track-
ing tool [99]. The tool Iqbal and Horvitz used only works on Windows computers, but it
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demonstrated the value of tracking window switching and alerts for categorizing disrup-
tions. Iqbal and Horvitz were able to determine that workers lost 10 minutes per day to
reading alerts and task switching. In 27% of cases, the main task was suspended for at
least 2 hours. By tracking window switching and alerts across many devices using TESS,
researchers could examine whether the alert management tools on Macintosh computers or
tablets help workers stay focused.
Tracking and visualizing tasks can be used to help workers return to the mental state
they were in before an interruption. In 2009, Cangiano and Hollan found that workers in
a law office were better able to restore their mental state from the previous day if they re-
viewed a sped up screen recording of their work from the end of the previous day [43]. In
2014, Shreve et al. found that translators were better at catching errors made by another
translator when they reviewed a screen recording of the other person translating the doc-
ument than when they reviewed the other person’s notes (which were made while making
the initial translation) [191]. In 2015, Adam Rule suggested that using visualizations might
help workers recall their previous mental state faster [182]. TESS collects user actions
from screen recordings which can be visualized to highlight the most important actions for
restoring context. Some example visualizations are shown in Section 3.5.3. Researchers
using TESS may work with participants to develop visualizations that are better suited for
work resumption.
Educators are interested in tracking when students get frustrated so course materials
can be developed to concentrate on the subjects that cause the most confusion. In 2010,
Carter and Dewan implemented a tool that flagged times that programming students expe-
rienced difficulty based on IDE events [46]. In 2016, Fwa Hua Leong found that adding
keystrokes and click stream information allowed researchers to more accurately track par-
ticipant frustration [131]. Using TESS to track user actions visually could help researchers
track student frustration more precisely.
There are instances when a screen recording is the only record of a developer’s IDE
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usage. YouTube is increasingly being used to document and teach programming skills
[142]. Researchers are interested in extracting the most relevant parts of these videos.
Extracting these clips would allow educators to create summaries for programming students
who may feel overwhelmed by the number of tutorials on YouTube [169], and link video
clips to relevant portions of paper tutorials or discussion forums [171]. It would also help
researchers compare the content between video and paper programming tutorials [204].
TESS could be configured to track common errors or code snippets in tutorial videos.
2.1.7 Privacy
Privacy is a larger concern in education research than most other fields, since partic-
ipants in education studies are likely to be children. For this reason, it is very important
that tools used by education researchers do not expose participant information. Many of the
tools used by information retrieval researchers to track user actions upload user information
to servers on the internet [9, 123, 206]. In studies that are carried out over the internet (as
many information retrieval studies are), this does not add an extra security risk. However,
in a classroom or lab study there is no need to transfer participant information using an
internet connection, and uploading information to a third party server increases the proba-
bility that participant confidentiality will be breached. Thus, offline tools (like TESS) are
preferable when they are available.
There are a lot of open questions in educational reading, and answering these questions
will require researchers to track many participant actions. Unfortunately, most fine grained
tracking information can be used to uniquely identify users. In 2004, Pusara and Brodley
found that computer users could be identified by their mouse movements [174]. It is very
likely that other ‘micro’ actions like scrolling patterns can also be used to identify partic-
ipants. In a 2006 study, Tang et al. found that many participants were aware of this, so
recruiting participants requires researchers to develop trust around privacy [199].
Some researchers have investigated methods of anonymizing small tracked actions
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while preserving the information necessary for research [96, 129, 157]. Unfortunately
these methods require the anonymizer to know what information is likely to be neces-
sary for research and for the pipeline prior to the anonymization step to be secure. Most
researchers cannot guarantee the security of a pipeline that transmits raw data across an
internet connection, and participants may not feel comfortable being tracked by tools that
were developed by large tech companies. Offline tools like TESS give more control to the
researcher.
The importance of privacy in reading studies will vary based on who and what is being
studied. Studies that track users through a website or browser usually ask users to consent
to being tracked when they navigate to the study site [12], or justify tracking users who
may not be fully aware of the privacy risks by noting that many search giants implement
this level of tracking on all visitors [3]. One goal of reading research is understanding how
reading behaviors differ between age groups. As a consequence, subjects are often children
and must be consented before the study by a parent or guardian. TESS does not send any
data across an internet connection. Researchers can move screen recordings of subjects
using USB sticks to secure computers and TESS can be run locally.
2.1.8 Functional Specification Summary
The goal of studying digital reading is not to replace paper reading, but to help writers
and publishers of digital texts design content and environments that are easy to use, foster
education and enjoyable for their users. Digital texts are already being used in classrooms
and workplaces around the world, but the effects of design decisions in these texts are
largely unknown. Digital texts have a lot of potential since they are cheaper to copy than
paper texts and digital devices do not have the same constraints as mechanical ones, but
knowing how to build a good digital reading environment will take more research.
TESS is a tool for studying digital reading that:
1. Is easy to setup with any stimuli
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2. Tracks text movements and interactions
3. Scales for larger studies
The sections above demonstrate that there is a lot of demand for a tool like this among
researchers. Tracking how readers manipulate text to avoid distractions would provide in-
sights for the ‘shallowing hypothesis’ [70, 90]. Analyzing correlations between tracked
text movements and test performance would be useful for investigating the hypothesis that
scrolling negatively effects comprehension [193]. Tracking how long a word is displayed
on the screen can tell researchers which parts of a document are most interesting or hardest
to understand for readers [54, 183]. Finding the correlation between the amount of time
a student takes to select text and save it as a highlight and their test performance would
provide evidence for or against Mueller and Oppenheimer’s note taking hypothesis [154].
Combining text position information with the output of eye trackers would make eye track-
ing information more useful [27, 119, 228]. Tracking text in menus, notifications and error
messages can help software designers make better tools for workers in a variety of fields
[99, 131]. To answering these questions efficiently, researchers must be able to setup stud-
ies quickly without worrying about the software used to the display the stimuli, and TESS
allows them to do that.
2.2 Similar Tools and Methods
This section gives an overview of existing methods for tracking users in a digital en-
vironment and discusses why these existing methods are insufficient for digital reading
research. There are three categories of methods for coding participant actions in a digital
environment:
1. Track actions using human coders
2. Automatically track actions as they happen using software that interfaces with the
stimuli software
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3. Automatically track actions from screen recordings using image processing
Human coders watch participant actions either in person or from a video recording and
categorize what they see for quantitative analysis. This works well for ‘macro’ actions in
small studies, but it is difficult for human coders to notice ‘micro’ actions that take less
than a second. Software that interfaces with stimuli software limits what software can be
used for study stimuli. If a researcher wishes to change the stimuli from a website to a PDF
while developing the study, they would usually need to find new interfacing software for
tracking. Software that automatically tracks actions from screen recordings (like TESS)
does not have this limitation. Unfortunately, prior to TESS tracking tools that use screen
recordings were not designed for digital reading experiments.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, tools for studying digital reading must:
1. Be easy to setup with any stimuli
2. Track text movements and interactions
3. Scale for larger studies
Human coding does not scale well and is vulnerable to errors. Software that interfaces
with the stimuli software is not easy to setup and does not work with all types of stimuli.
TESS tracks actions from screen recordings using image processing. It is not the first tool
to track actions using screen recordings, but it is the first to be designed for reading ex-
periments. Existing tools have been designed to study interactions with GUI (Graphical
User Interface)s [18, 48, 72] or to study interactions with IDEs [19, 20, 21]. As a conse-
quence, the actions that the tools track are button pushes and typing, not text movements
or highlighting.
2.2.1 Human Coding
Coding by hand is the oldest method of tracking user actions. Traditionally, coders
have recorded participant actions by taking notes while a study is administered. In some
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cases, this is still the only option because study subjects may be concerned that electronic
recording tools will capture nondisclosure protected software [146], may find the idea that
a computer is tracking their every move too distracting [199], or researchers may feel that
sitting in the room with subjects and recording their actions is sufficient for the study [88].
However, As computers have gotten better processors and are better equipped to record
the screen and display the stimuli at the same time, researchers using human coders have
moved to recording the screen using screen capture software or an over the should camera.
This allows coders to discuss and refine their codes after a study has been conducted and
opens the door to a lot of exploratory research that is not possible with pre-fixed codes.
TESS also uses screen recordings as its input, so in many cases reading researchers would
not need to collect more information while running their experiment if they use TESS than
if they were using human coders, and TESS can be used to analyze previously collected
data.
After running a study, researchers typically review a few sample videos to develop a
coding scheme and achieve consensus. Each video is then reviewed manually by a small
set of researchers who record whether the agreed upon codes are present. In the past five
years, researchers have gotten more coders to annotate publicly available screen recordings
by crowd sourcing the coding process [57, 108, 127, 210]. However, this option remains
out of reach for many researchers, since showing participant recordings to a crowd would
violate participant privacy, as discussed in Section 2.1.7.
Which information can be recorded by human coders is limited by the types of actions
that humans can consistently notice. Examples of things humans notice easily include,
whether readers scroll past information ‘quickly’ or ‘slowly’ [56], whether programmers
are making ‘slow progress’ or ‘having difficulty’ [46], whether library users employ ‘linear’
or ‘nonlinear’ search strategies [25], the time participants spent on assigned tasks [97],
how often readers ‘length check’ a webpage by quickly scrolling to the bottom and back
up again [70], and which bugs among a predefined set participants fixed [7]. Notably,
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these are all ‘macro actions’ that happen across the span of at least a few seconds and have
been grouped into discrete categories. This limits how precise and nuanced codes can be.
Computational coding systems can assist human coders by recording ‘micro actions’ that
happen in less than a second and are difficult for humans to notice. Computational systems
can also describe ‘macro’ actions in terms of ‘micro’ actions by using continuous variables
such as the number of pixels scrolled or the time in seconds that text remains selected.
A survey of reading studies between 1992 and 2017 found that half the studies had at
least 58 students and 15% had 100 or more [193]. Hand coding over 50 students is very
time intensive. One way to increase the speed and complexity of human coding is to alter
screen recordings so that coders can get more information out of them and review each
video faster. In 2009, Cangiano and Hollan proposed a tool for lawyers to review the work
of the previous day by watching a screen recording at five times the regular speed [43]. In
2012, Leiva and Viv suggested augmenting screen recordings with traces of recent mouse
movements so mouse actions would be easier for humans to notice [130]. In 2017, Park
et al. found that programming students were able to understand programs written by their
peers better when they were shown a video of the code’s history in which the scrub bar was
annotated with points that the code changed [163]. TESS increases the speed and quality
of human coding by visualizing ‘micro’ actions so human coders can extract macro actions
from the visualizations without reviewing the screen recording, as discussed in Section 3.6.
A test of these visualizations is presented in Section 4.7.
2.2.2 Integrated Logging Software
The fastest and most precise method of tracking user interactions on the screen is to use
software that records interactions as they happen by recording application calls. Unfortu-
nately, this option requires the researcher to have a software package that can interface with
whichever program they are using for the stimuli and have permissions to install the pack-
age on all study computers. The most common method of getting this permission for large
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scale studies is to serve both the stimuli and the tracking software through a website, since
browsers allow web applications to run without going through all the steps required of a
desktop application. However, this option has several drawbacks for education researchers.
It stops them from researching some of the most popular reading environments such as
ebooks and PDF readers, introduces security risks, and forces studies to take place in areas
with strong internet connections (which rules out a lot of schools).
Information retrieval researchers have done a lot of work to build tools for tracking
users through websites. Most of these tools are built to find correlations between user
interest and various actions. Example actions include mouse movements [3, 10, 78, 79, 89,
93, 120, 153, 180, 225, 226, 227], mouse clicks [17, 42, 94, 105, 226, 227], keys pressed
[42, 160, 225, 227], time spent on each part of a webpage [11, 17, 41, 54, 68, 94, 106,
110, 121, 123, 138, 151, 214, 222, 225], webpages visited [4, 17, 225], scrolling positions
[11, 42, 94, 105, 207, 225], search queries [24, 67, 198], and text selection [17, 42, 74, 213,
225].
As mobile devices have become a more popular method of accessing search engines,
researchers have adapted what they track. For example, in 2011, Agichtein et al. tracked
zooming in addition to pages visited to measure user interest [4]. In 2013, Guo et al.
tracked touches instead of mouse movements to predict web search relevance [81]. Multi-
ple researchers have adapted how they track dwell time for mobile devices by only tracking
the part of the page that was displayed on the screen rather than treating entire webpages as
units [121, 123, 124]. These interactions are increasingly becoming important for research
on laptops as well as touch screens become more common in laptops, and more users are
interacting with larger displays the way they interact with mobile devices.
Eye trackers have also changed the focus of information retrieval studies. In the early
2000s, eye trackers were bulky and difficult to use [186], but technical improvements have
caused many information retrieval researchers to add gaze data to their studies [3, 8, 27,
39, 109, 121, 133]. Good eye trackers are still expensive, and eye tracking cameras can
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only be used in lab studies (as opposed to studies administered over the web). To capture
gaze information without an eye tracking camera, some researchers have experimented
with using mouse movements [50, 79, 92, 135, 180] as a proxy for gaze, or capturing gaze
with a web-camera as Papoutsaki et al. attempted to do in 2016 [161].
Many of these actions are interesting to educational reading researchers, but the tools
developed by information retrieval researchers are not easy to integrate into stimuli for
educational reading research. Information retrieval researchers are usually interested in
designing better websites, so their studies are confined to web users with strong internet
connections. The median bandwidth speed for a school in internet in the United States is
524 Kbps [63]. The average American phone user enjoys a download speed of 27.3 Mbps
(53 times faster) and an upload speed of 8.6 Mbpd (17 times faster) [196]. Thus reading
researchers who wish to study students in schools need tracking tools that don’t rely on
strong internet.
Even reading researchers who wish to conduct studies on online learners or in labs with
strong internet connections usually need to custom fit the web technologies they use to their
stimuli or design their study to work with existing tools. In 2015, Sadallah et al. used web
technologies to log how long readers in an online course spent on each document and how
often they revisited previously read documents [183]. The logging system they employed
only logged when users requested a webpage, so they used the next request as the ‘end
time’ for reading each document based on the assumption that learners were not navigating
to other websites in the meantime. The authors were not able to distinguish between tasks
(e.g. reading, searching, commenting) using the tracking software, and lamented that their
study could not be more precise. Morey et al. were able to use mouse tracking web tools in
conjunction with an eye tracking camera to precisely track which word participants were
looking at in a lab study [150]. In order to do this, they had to write software which passed
the eye tracking data to a JavaScript plugin as mouse data, and convert the text users would
read to a webpage in which each word is encapsulated by span tags (and thus becomes a
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unique item in the DOM). The JavaScript plugin then records each ‘mouse’ hover while a
participant is reading. Both of these studies demonstrate that modern web tracking software
cannot be used for all reading stimuli, and is not easy for researchers to use.
Tracking tools that integrate with offline programs have been developed for collecting
keystroke [5, 91, 99, 159], mouse movements [5, 91, 99, 131, 155], scrolling and menu
selections [5], and window manipulation [99]. In some cases these tools also collect data
on the state of documents directly from the applications they are monitoring [91, 131].
The drawback of desktop action trackers is that only a few actions such as mouse move-
ments and keystrokes can be tracked without developing the tracking tool specifically for
the application. Even if these are the only actions a researcher cares about, unmodified
applications give very little information about the files that are currently displayed, so it is
not possible to link mouse movements to the text a reader is pointing to. Other researchers
have tried to add this information. In 1998, Horvitz et al. worked with the Excel develop-
ment team to create a version of Excel that could track mouse clicks, keystrokes and the
data in a file [91]. In 2006, Oliver et al. developed a method for logging window switching
behavior at the operating system level on a Windows computer [158]. They show that this
information can be used to cluster applications and monitor work. In 2008, Alexander et
al. built a tool that could track higher level actions such as scroll bar manipulation and
menu selections on Windows computers without modifying the tracked applications [5].
However, without modifying the applications, they could not track the state of files in the
application. For example, researchers wishing to track programming students as they edit
code use modified IDEs [131, 159]. TESS allows researchers to track text locations without
modifying the software used by participants.
None of the existing software that tracks interactions as they happen is suitable for
studying digital reading because it is not easy to setup with all stimuli. Building a tool
that can track interactions through a webpage is different from building a tool that tracks
interactions in a Windows desktop applications which is different from building a tool for
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tracking interactions on an iPad application. However, students are using all these applica-
tions regularly to read textbooks, and researchers who hope to compare their experiences
need tracking software that can easily be applied to all three scenarios. The only way to do
this is to use image processing, because video is not complicated by how a reading appli-
cation works, it only shows what a human user sees. TESS tracks text colors and positions
from a video feed that shows what the participant was looking at.
2.2.3 Optical Logging Software
The need for automated optical logging to research how user interact with applications
has been discussed by several researchers [19, 60, 72]. However, none of the existing
optical logging tools was built with a focus on reading research, and as a result, none
are a good fit for this domain. Chang et al. proposed a system that analyzes GUI design
from screen captured videos [48]. Dixon et al. have used similar methods to build tools that
reverse engineer and edit GUIs to provide language support [60, 61, 62]. In 2016, Frisson et
al. proposed a system that tracks buttons and windows defined by a researcher for studying
general application usage [72]. Bao et al. have worked on using screen capture videos to
track programmers as they use IDEs [19, 20, 21]. Ponzanelli et al. applied video tracking of
IDEs to programming tutorial videos in order to make the tutorials interactive [169, 170].
All of these applications are important, but they do little for reading researchers, since
most electronic reading environments, unlike the applications mentioned above, do not use
button clicking or typing as the main mode of interaction with the user. In 2012, Banovic
et al. attempted to build a general framework for extracting user interactions from screen
captured videos [18]. However, the interactions they concentrate on are focused on buttons
and mouse shapes that are often absent from digital reading environments such as dragging
widgets. Reading experiments are concerned with where in a document participants are
spending the most time [41, 140], what participants are looking at [38, 51, 112, 117, 118,
141, 148, 228], what participants are taking note of [30, 36, 154, 168] and how participants
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are navigating [69, 73, 86, 140, 185, 193]. To track these activities, a tool must record when
text moves and changes color.
Outside of screen recordings, a lot of work has been done on tracking movement in
videos generally [223]. Most of this work is aimed at tracking movement in videos of the
real world [76, 87, 103, 203]. Unfortunately, assumptions that hold for videos of the real
world break down in screen recordings of text. If each object in a video has a set of uniquely
identifying points that distinguish it from other objects in the frame, optical flow and object
modeling can be used to track the same object across multiple frames [103, 223]. If a small
number of objects move across a visually heterogeneous background, the moving objects
can be detected by taking the difference between the pixels in a frame and the average
value of a pixel across multiple frames [223]. In some screen recordings, such as when the
user is playing a video game [134], objects on the screen conform to these assumptions.
However, in screen recordings of text, each copy of a letter can be described using the same
points, the background is usually monochrome, and the background usually moves with the
text when a user scrolls. For these reasons, general movement tracking algorithms such as
optical flow do not work for tracking user actions in reading experiments.
To successfully track words across frames, TESS uses OCR to find word objects in
each frame. OCR is a method for finding text and its position in an image that has been
well studied for many years, though building OCR engines that perform as well as humans
is still an active area of research [100]. Previous work on improving OCR results has
concentrated on adjusting images to make them easier for the computer to read [53] and
using statistics and dictionaries to find likely mistakes in unknown text [64, 188]. The idea
of using OCR to track text positions during a reading experiment was suggested by Buscher
et al. in 2008 [40], but TESS is the first tool to use OCR for this purpose. TESS can be
much more accurate than an unmodified OCR engine because it knows the text of the files
participants are reading and only needs to find the position of each word on the screen.
There has been some work on using OCR to enable viewers to search videos of slide
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deck presentations by the text on a slide [2, 190, 205, 219, 220, 221, 229]. Like TESS, these
tools correct mistakes from the OCR results using the text of the slide deck. However, since
the text is only used for navigating to video frames, the exact position of text within a frame
is not calculated. As a result the correction algorithms employed do not drill down to the
word level the way TESS does. TESS is the first tool to use OCR to track the exact location
but not the text values of words in a video.
2.2.4 Similar Tools and Methods Summary
Human coding does not scale well and is not suitable for recording ‘micro’ actions.
In cases where researchers are interested in subjective ‘macro’ actions, human coding of
‘macro’ actions is made faster and more accurate by visualizations of micro actions [43,
130, 163]. TESS provides these visualizations for digital reading studies. An evaluation of
the usefulness of TESS’s visualizations for macro reading actions is described in Section
4.7.
Tools that track interactions as they happen by interfacing with stimuli software must
be customized to the stimuli software, which takes too long in a world of constantly chang-
ing reading environments. For some experiments, like testing search engine strategies, this
works because the research team either writes the stimuli software themselves or uses soft-
ware that doesn’t change very often. Educational reading researchers run experiments on
the tools that are currently being used in schools, which schools often change in response to
private sector lobbying, policy changes, or student requests [37]. To quickly study digital
reading environments that are already being used, researchers need tools that can analyze
student interactions with new software and don’t require researchers to re-engineer tools.
So far, no other image processing tools track ‘micro’ actions for digital reading envi-
ronments. Actions such as scrolling, highlighting, and dwelling on text have been shown to
indicate what readers are taking away from an article [86, 122, 213]. Tracking these actions
is necessary for designing better books, and educating the next generation.
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2.3 Related Research Summary
The way students read is changing quickly. Print books do not change after publication,
but every interaction with an electronic book can be modified by software updates that are
automatically installed while readers sleep [71]. This means that research findings can be
applied to improve books immediately instead of waiting for the next publication cycle, but
it also means that researchers have a smaller window for setting up and running a study if
they want to observe the reading environments students are currently using.
TESS allows researchers to quickly setup studies. It works for all digital reading envi-
ronments, and can easily be applied to a large data set of screen recordings. The following
chapters describe how TESS works, describe evaluation tests and their results and present
case studies of TESS used in reading experiments.
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Chapter 3
System Design
As described in Chapter 2.1, TESS is designed to track text movements and interactions
in all digital reading stimuli at scale. It does this by reasoning about the visible text in
screen recordings of study participants reading. Note that TESS requires researchers to
input the corpus users read from and the possible colors of highlights in addition to the
screen recording videos. These inputs allow TESS to generate precise and accurate outputs.
In future work it may be interesting to explore the value of less accurate outputs from a tool
that only uses the screen recording videos. For a full discussion of extensions to TESS see
Chapter 7.
TESS divides each participant’s screen recording into time windows when the screen
was static, then OCR is run on a frame from each time window. In most reading experi-
ments, the screen routinely remains static for several seconds at a time while the participant
reads the display. TESS goes through the OCR results and corrects the text labels using
text files that describe the study stimuli and categorizes each detected word according to its
highlight color. Other data sources such as gaze data can then be paired with the corrected
results to find the words participants fixate on. Actions such as scrolling and highlight-
ing are detected by comparing the corrected results for consecutive time windows. Any
remaining errors can be corrected by human editors using an interactive editing module.
Section 3.6 discusses how TESS’s output can be iterative improved by using the interactive
editing module and rerunning some of the steps. A flow chart visualizing this process is
shown in Figure 3.1. Each step of the pipeline is described in greater detail in the following
sections. The code for TESS can be found at github.com/kbrady/tess.
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Figure 3.1: An overview of TESS’s process of extracting information from a screen record-
ing.
3.1 Finding Transitions
The first step in the pipeline is to find periods of time in the screen recording when the
screen changed. Processing each frame takes a long time, so TESS’s goal in this step is
to find the minimum set of frames which capture all periods in which the screen changed.
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Generally participants have short bursts of highlighting or scrolling during a reading exper-
iment followed by long periods in which they read the display without changing anything
on the screen.
It is more important that TESS identify every time that the screen changed than that it
not identify a change when one did not happen. The negative effect of identifying an extra
change is that TESS runs slower, while the negative effect of not identifying a change is
that data is lost. A good solution will still ignore most frames since most readers scroll and
highlight only a few times per minute. The number of frames per second in a screen grab
video will vary with the software used to capture it, but it is typical to have at least 30 frames
per second. Examining every frame in a reading session is time intensive and unnecessary
since even if an experiment is tracking gaze, humans only have about 5 fixations per second
[176]. Other actions such as typing and clicking take longer.
To find static time windows, TESS uses a modified binary search. It pulls out each pair
of frames which differ by time T , where T is small enough that it is unlikely the user took
an action and undid it in T . If there is a difference between the two frames, TESS does a
binary search of the time stamps between the frames to find the time positions when the
screen changed. There may be multiple positions when the screen changed (particularly if
the change corresponds to a scroll), so each time TESS finds a pair of non-matching frames
it conducts a binary search between them. The search stops when the difference between
frame times falls below a threshold t.
The finding transitions step is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Since the frames found at 9:30
and 9:40 are the same, TESS doesn’t look at any frames between them. The frames found
at 9:20 and 9:30 are not the same so TESS continues searching for the time of the transition.
The frame at time 9:25 matches that at time 9:20, so the search continues between 9:25 and
9:30 but stops between 9:20 and 9:25. If 9:25 had matched neither the frame at 9:20 nor the
frame at 9:30, TESS would conduct two binary searches, one between 9:20 and 9:25 and
one between 9:25 and 9:30. Once all the transition times are found, only one of the frames
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in each time window will be used for future analysis. In this example, 9:20 and 9:30 might
be kept to represent two views of the screen, but the image of 9:40 will be discarded.
Figure 3.2: The process by which times when the screen changed are found.
This works as long as the user doesn’t change the screen and change it back again in
time T , and doesn’t make any meaningful actions in less than t. For optimal performance,
researchers should use the largest values of T and t that they can be reasonably certain
these assumptions hold for. If pop-ups open and close quickly in the stimuli, or users
briefly select text without saving highlights, then T should be only a second or two. When
pop-ups are not part of the stimuli, T can be longer. Studies should set t in accordance with
the user actions that are examined. For example, if a study is looking at eye fixations, then
.2 seconds is a good value for t since that is the length of a fast gaze fixation [176]. Since
TESS is run after screen recordings are collected, researchers can review some sample
videos to check the length of actions before running TESS.
Screen recordings do not have as much noise as videos taken with a camera, since en-
vironmental noise does not affect graphics cards the way it does camera sensors. However,
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screen recordings still contain pixel fluctuations that are invisible to the human eye. An ex-
ample of one of these fluctuations is shown in Figure 3.3. Noise in images recorded by cam-
eras usually occurs cyclically throughout the image due to the nature of how light moves.
Since the noise in screen recordings is not caused by light movements, the noise reduc-
tion algorithms developed for cameras are not applicable to reducing the noise here. When
finding frame differences, TESS instead filters out false positives by requiring changes to
cover an area about the size of a word. None of the actions performed during reading cause
single pixels sprinkled around the screen to change at the same time, so this filter ensures
that the changes seen by TESS are consistent with the actions that researchers are looking
for.
Figure 3.3: An example of a pair of images that look the same to a human but have different
pixel values. The center image shows the pixels in the first image which differ by at least
20% of the color spectrum (50 out of 256 pixel values) in one of the three color channels
from the pixels in the final image. The unshaded pixels all differ by at least this much.
Two frames are considered different if at least 90% of the pixels differ in a square area
that is twice as long as the text height. This metric filters out small fluctuations between
frames of the screen recording like those shown in Figure 3.3. The height of the text can be
calculated by running the OCR engine on a sample frame and taking the median height of
bounding boxes in the sample. An evaluation of TESS’s finding transitions step is described
in Section 4.1.
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3.2 Finding Text
TESS tracks text positions over time in a screen recording by finding the positions of
words in each frame of the recording. Once a frame has been selected by the transition
finding step as representative of a time interval, TESS runs the finding text step to extract
the positions of each word in the frame. This step first enlarges the frame to make it easier
for OCR engines to read. A test of the enlarging images step is described in Section 4.2.
Then TESS uses an OCR engine to extract text information from the frame and store it in
an hOCR file, and finally makes corrections to the hOCR file by comparing the results to
the text of stimulus used in the experiment. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe tests that evaluate
the correction algorithm. The result of the finding text step is an hOCR file for each time
window that was selected by the finding transitions step. This file contains information on
the position and text value of every word displayed on the screen in that time window.
In 2007, hOCR was designed to be an open standard for OCR engines to describe their
output [34]. It has been adopted [216] by Tesseract [194], OCRopus [35], and Cuneifor-
m/OpenOCR. These engines are all freely available and open source [189]. Other stan-
dards have been developed for representing OCR results [215], but have not been as widely
adopted. One reason hOCR has been successful is that it is an extension of HTML (Hyper-
text Markup Language). As a result, hOCR documents can be viewed in any web-browser
and parsed by any HTML reader or library.
One of the goals for TESS discussed in chapter 2.1 is that TESS be easy for researchers
to setup. Using the hOCR standard allows researchers to swap in any OCR engine that
outputs hOCR files if they have access to state of the art technology. For researchers who
do not have access to commercial OCR engines, TESS is designed to work with the most
widely available open source OCR engines. Tesseract [194] was used as the OCR engine
when building and testing TESS.
TESS prepares frames before running OCR by enlarging the image. This step improves
the initial OCR results because Tesseract works best when characters are at least 20 pixels
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tall [217]. Once the frame image has been prepared, the OCR engine is run on the frame
and the output is saved to a hOCR file that is named for the time window represented by the
frame. For a discussion of the trade offs between quality OCR results and the time needed
to adjust the image, see Section 4.4.
TESS is designed for experiments in which the text being read is part of a corpus of pre-
set stimuli. This constraint allows TESS to correct errors by matching words recognized
by the OCR engine to the most similar text sections in the stimuli corpus and replacing the
incorrect text. This matching is performed hierarchically by first matching the hOCR file
to a document in the stimuli corpus, then matching the lines in the hOCR file to lines in the
stimuli file, and finally matching words within matched lines to each other. This process
is shown in the ‘Correct OCR Using Stimuli Text’ box in Figure 3.1. The following sub-
sections explain each step of this hierarchy in more detail.
3.2.1 Matching Frames to Documents
TESS matches hOCR files to documents by calculating a similarity score, S( f ,d), be-
tween each document d and the hOCR file f . The hOCR file is matched to the document
with the highest similarity score. The similarity score is based on the number of words
which appear both in the hOCR file and the corpus document and their length. The equa-
tion for S( f ,d) is shown below:
S( f ,d) = ∑
token∈( f∩d)
length(token)
This matching algorithm assumes that documents in the stimuli corpus contain different
words and that a set of words unique to the correct document will be correctly recognized
by the OCR engine. The first part of this assumption will depend on the reading material,
but will hold for the stimuli used in a lot of reading studies. In a sample of 80 randomly
chosen English Wikipedia articles, 1-14% of the tokens in each document are unique to
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that document, and 4-26% were in less than four other documents. This means that using
a bag of words model, a screen grab with only 25 words from a document should have at
least one word matching it to only 5 out of 80 documents. By considering the evidence
from more than one word, TESS’s matching algorithm does better than this.
The second assumption, that a set of words unique to the correct document will be cor-
rectly recognized by the OCR engine, will hold if some words in each frame are recognized
correctly and words that are given incorrect labels by the OCR engine only marginally in-
crease the similarity score between an hOCR file and the wrong document. The assumption
that at least some words in a frame with more than 10 words will be identified correctly is
supported by tests of widely available OCR engines like Tesseract. Tests of Tesseract have
found that it correctly identifies 36-94% of words depending on the script and language
[195]. It has been tested on Latin, Cyrillic, Arabic, Indic, Chinese, Japanese, Thai and
Korean scripts. Tesseract’s worst performance is on Indic scripts and it works best on Latin
scripts. The accuracy for any language can be improved by adding a dictionary, but does
not rise above 94.3% without more information about the text.
There is no way for the document matching algorithm to know which words have been
correctly labeled by the OCR engine and which have not. The similarity score attempts to
prevent incorrectly identified words from raising the similarity between an hOCR file and
an incorrect document by weighting longer words as more important than shorter words.
The probability that a small number of letter changes will result in another valid word
decreases as words become longer, since the number of possible letter strings grows expo-
nentially with word length, while language vocabularies do not.
In many languages, short words are also more likely to be common throughout a corpus.
An analysis of 11 languages showed that on average stop word are only 30%-65% as long
as the average word in the language’s dictionary [29, 162]. In a corpus of 80 Enlgish
Wikipedia articles, the median word with three characters or less was off by one letter from
15 other words. In contrast 44% of words with four characters or more were off by one
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Figure 3.4: The fraction of tokens that uniquely match one document, even if a character is
changed based on length in a corpus of 80 English Wikipedia documents
letter from no other words in the corpus. Longer words are more likely to be specific to
the correct document. In the Wikipedia corpus, 44% of words with three characters or
less were unique to one document. Fifty two percent of words with at least 4 characters
match only one document. Combining these statistics reveals an almost linear relationship
between the length of a word and the probability that even if a match was off by one letter,
only one document would be matched. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.4. To
build this into the model, TESS weights the evidence of a match by the matched word’s
length. An evaluation of TESS’s document matching step is described in Section 4.3.
3.2.2 Line Matching
Lines are matched by first using a similarity score like that used for document matching.
If a line does not have a sufficiently strong match with this similarity score, TESS uses the
Levenshtein edit distance [188] to find its match. The similarity metric used for matching
lines looks at the words that occur only once in the displayed document. If a line detected
by the OCR engine and a line in the stimuli text file share two of these words, the lines
are considered a match. TESS uses a threshold above 1 word to avoid matching lines on
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Figure 3.5: This figure shows the number of documents in a Wikipedia corpus that have
various probabilities of sampling a word unique to the document. The x-axis shows the
probability a sampled word occurs exactly once in a document. The y-axis shows the
number of documents in the corpus with that probability.
a word that was recognized incorrectly by the OCR. In a sample of 80 English Wikipedia
documents, 10-48% of words in each document occured exactly once. The distribution of
unique words in this sample is shown in Figure 3.5. Based on this analysis, a line of text
with 20 words should on average contain 2-10 unique words.
Once lines that can be matched using the similarity metric have been paired, this pairing
is used to restrict the search space for the remaining lines. Lines in the hOCR file that have
not been matched are compared to unmatched lines in the text file that occur between the
same pair of matched lines. In experiments, the number of unmatched lines during this
step has been small. Most unmatched lines result from either the hOCR or text file having
more lines. This can occur when the OCR detects extra lines or when a line is covered by
a pop-up. In both of these cases, the correct result for the unmatched line is to delete it.
The proper matching between unmatched lines is determined by calculating the Leven-
shtein edit distance and choosing the configuration with the smallest number of edits. Edits
that involve deleting characters from the ends of each line are weighted as less important
than edits that change the middle of a line, since characters will disappear from the screen
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if the user zooms in or opens a sidebar. If the weighted Levenshtein edit distance between
a OCR detected line and its assigned correction string in the final configuration is less than
60% the length of the detected line, the string is used to correct the line. Otherwise, the
line is marked as not part of the document, and is left unmatched. If a line is unmatched at
the end of this step, it is deleted. An evaluation of the improvement in text labels after line
and word matching is described in Section 4.4.
3.2.3 Word Matching
TESS matches words by starting with an initial solution based on character widths
and then improving upon it. Character widths are calculated from the words that were
used to calculate the pairs in the first step of line matching (henceforth referred to as ‘line
words’). These words are presumed to be correct, since they exactly matched a unique
word (presumably from the correct line) in the text document. The width of each character
in pixels is calculated by summing the widths of all ‘line words’ that contain that character
and dividing by the number of characters in that subset. Based on this estimate, words are
paired according to their expected distance from a starting word. A few values are used for
the starting word, and the final pairing is the one that has the lowest edit distance after hill
climbing. Each word in the corpus document is paired to the word in the hOCR file that
has the most overlap with its expected position (based on the character width estimate). If
no words overlap, then the initial matching marks the word as ‘not visible’, and therefore
without a match.
Once the initial matching is set, TESS calculates the sum of the Levenshtein edit dis-
tance between each word and its pair. TESS then attempts to decrease this value by making
incremental edits to the pairing. These incremental edits include shifting the matching over
by one word and shifting a sub-sequence over by one word. TESS checks each possible
incremental change and adjusts the matching to the change that lowers the edit distance the
most. When none of the available changes have a smaller edit distance than the current
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matching, the matching is finalized. At this point, the text of each word in the hOCR file is
replaced with the text from the matched word in the text stimuli. The original text from the
OCR is saved as an attribute of each word in the edited hOCR file for debugging purposes.
An evaluation of the improvement in text labels after line and word matching is discussed
in Section 4.4.
3.3 Word Color Detection
Once the location of each word in a frame has been discovered, the colors of the pixels
around that word can be used to determine whether it was highlighted and what color
highlight was used. The list of possible highlight colors (including the default color) is
defined by the researcher as a list of color pairs that represent the text and background
colors. This list helps TESS group highlights that may appear as different colors to the
computer due to noisy pixels.
TESS detects the highlight color of each word in a frame by partitioning the pixels in
the region the word is detected into two groups. It then takes the median of each group
and compares these values the list of possible color pairs set by the researcher. The area
of pixels examined is a few pixels larger than the bounding box found by the OCR engine.
This ensures that enough background pixels are included in the analysis, even if the word
being examined is only one letter long and does not include any background pixels in its
bounding box. How much the larger the examined area should be than the bounding box
can be adjusted based on the size of the text and how far the highlight color extends around
each word. In evaluation experiments, a border of three pixels around the bounding box
worked best for most highlighting tools.
TESS has two methods of dividing pixels into two groups. The first method is faster,
but does not work for all color pairs. The second method works for all distinguishable
color pairs but takes longer to compute. TESS can determine whether the faster method
will work automatically by measuring the gap between average brightness values for color
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pairs in the highlight colors list.
If all the possible highlight and text pairs include one light color and one dark color,
then partitioning pixels can be done quickly using a threshold. For each pixel, the average
brightness across the color bands is computed. If this value is greater than the threshold
then the pixel is added to the ‘light’ group, otherwise it is added to the ‘dark’ group. This
method of dividing pixels is fast since pixels can be processed in parallel.
In some cases, both colors in one pair will be above a brightness threshold and both
colors in another pair will be bellow that threshold. In these cases, k-means clustering can
be used to separate the pixels into two clusters while taking all three color channels into
account. K-means clustering is a sequential algorithm, so this method takes longer than
the threshold method. Evaluation tests of TESS’s word color detection method using both
thresholding and clustering are described in Section 4.5.
3.4 Action Coding
Once the text positions and colors have been found in each frame, it is still non-trivial
to calculate actions across frames. To help researchers looking at common actions, TESS
has modules which aggregate scrolling, zooming and highlighting data. These modules
find the position of the top and bottom of the screen relative to an ‘image’ of the entire
document to represent scrolling and zooming. The highlighting action detection module
finds instances when the color of text changed and creates a report of the times when a
change was detected and the text that changed. Evaluations of TESS’s ability to correctly
aggregate scrolling and highlighting actions are described in Section 4.6.
3.4.1 Scrolling and Zooming
Scrolling and zooming can be modeled as moving and re-sizing a viewing window over
a large image of the entire document. The positions of the lines in each frame can be used
to project the frame onto this theoretical ‘image’. If the frame contains lines that are closer
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together in the ‘image’, that indicates the reader zoomed in. If the frame contains lines
which are lower or higher in the ‘image’, the reader scrolled down or up. The positions
of lines in this theoretical ‘image’ can be calculated by stitching together the frames ana-
lyzed by TESS. Once the aggregated ‘image’ is stitched together, the position of individual
frames within the image is calculated.
In some cases, such as when a reader jumps around an article using links and does not
view all lines in the article, it may be helpful to make a real image by stitching together
screen grabs of the article. TESS can then be run on the real image and the detected line
positions can be substituted for the values in the stitched ‘image’. Note that since scrolling
and zooming are always measured in terms of previous positions, it does not matter if the
image used to model the document has larger or smaller text than the screen recording being
analyzed. Real stitched images can also be helpful for giving context when visualizing
scrolling and zooming, as demonstrated in Figure 3.7. The drawback of making a real
stitched image is the time and effort required. In cases where the reader viewed all lines in
the article, it is easier to let TESS build a stitched ‘image’ automatically. The rest of this
section describes how TESS does this and how the line positions are used.
The position of each line in the stitched ‘image’ is calculated from the positions ob-
served in the frames. First, all instances of the first line in the article are found in the
corpus. The top and bottom values of the first line in the stitched together ‘image’ are
equal to the average observed top and bottom values of this line in the corpus. Next, all
instances where the first and second lines were both observed are collected. Each obser-
vation is scaled so that the height of the first line is the same as the height of the first line
in the stitched together ‘image’. Then the distance from the top of the first line to the top
and bottom of the second line is calculated in each observation. The top and bottom of the
second line in the stitched ‘image’ are assigned to the top of the first line plus the average
distances in the observations. This process is continued with the second and third lines,
then the third and fourth lines, etc. until all lines positions have been added to the stitched
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‘image’.
If two participants read the same article, but one zooms in, the one who zoomed in will
have larger pixel values in their stitched ‘image’. This is caused by larger values for the
top and bottom of the first line, which then propigate to all other line measurements. For
this reason, when comparing scrolling between two users reading the same document, the
scrolling measurements should be normalized by the distance from the top to the bottom of
the stitched ‘image’.
Once the list of line positions has been calculated, a projection is calculated between
each frame and the ‘image’ by finding the positions of two lines in the frame and two lines
in the ‘image’. The top and bottom lines in the frame are the most likely to be incorrect
since these are the lines that get partially cut off most often and thus have the worst OCR
readings. The central lines are more likely to have the correct labels, but small errors in the
positions of these points will propagate to large errors in the projection since the points are
closer together. To balance these issues and get the most correct projection possible, TESS
calculates a projection based on every pair of lines in the frame. It then takes the median
of the shift and multiplication values that describe each projection and builds a projection
with these median values.
Figure 3.6: A frame in which the OCR engine failed to recognize text from the article
because the background was too dark.
If less than four lines are detected in a frame, then TESS assumes that the user navigated
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to a document outside the corpus or zoomed in too much to get a reliable reading. The frame
position for these frames is either replaced with the position of a previous frame or set to
null depending on the preference of the researcher. Using the previous frame may be the
right choice if frames are likely to become unreadable do to pop-ups (such as in Figure 3.6)
while setting the scroll value to null may make more sense if users are frequently navigating
to files outside of the corpus.
After TESS settles on a projection for a frame, the top and bottom of the frame are
calculated by applying the projection to zero and the height in pixels of the frame. These
two values are saved for each time window. If a user zooms in, the top and bottom values
move closer to each other. If a user scrolls down, the top and bottom values increase at the
same rate. Scrolling and zooming are both based on the vertical position of each line. As
a consequence, it is not necessary to calculate word positions for studies of scrolling and
zooming. Researchers who are not interested in word based metrics can save time by only
running the document matching and line matching steps of the correction algorithm and
then running the scrolling detection module.
3.4.2 Highlight Coding
The highlight detection step described in section 3.3 finds the color of each word in
a frame. In many cases, researchers are interested in when words change color, which
requires aggregating color information across time windows. TESS does this by assigning
each detected word a global id which is the same across all time windows. If a word block
detected by the OCR engine contains multiple words, then that block will be assigned
multiple global ids. Global ids are assigned during the action coding step rather than during
the text correction step so that they can be updated if word labels are manually edited.
Highlighting actions are aggregated by going through the frames in order and noting
each time a word changes color. A hash map is initialized with white as the color of each
word. If a word appears in a frame and its color is not the same as in the hash map, the
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time of the frame, the word’s global id, the former color of the word and the new color of
the word are added to the highlighting record. Then the color of the word in the hash map
is updated to the new color.
If a word block detected by the OCR engine contains multiple words, the detected color
of the word block must differ from the stored colors of each constituent word in the hash
map for the observation to be recorded as a color change in the highlight record. If any
of the words in the block already had the detected color, TESS assumes that the color
of the whole block was determined by that word. As mentioned in section 3.3, this is a
shortcoming of labeling each word block only one color.
3.5 Outputs
TESS’s output can be paired with other tracking data, aggregated into ‘mico’ actions or
visualized to find ‘macro’ actions. As a result, TESS has three types of outputs:
1. A corpus of hOCR files
2. Aggregated Action Files
3. Visualizations
The corpus of hOCR files is good for merging with other time series data sources,
such as mouse movements, gaze data, and emotional response data. This output gives the
positions, sizes and highlight colors of words at all times during a screen recording. Linked
to other time series data, this information can tell researchers what words readers fixated
on as they scrolled and what words they hovered over with the mouse. This form of output
is also large and difficult to reason about. For this reason, aggregating or visualizing the
output is often necessary for relating the output to a hypothesis.
TESS has modules to aggregate its output for scrolling, zooming and highlighting,
which are common actions that researchers have already expressed an interest in. These
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aggregated outputs are stored in single files that are easier to work with than the hOCR
corpus and use more common data standards. This makes it easy to import the aggregated
output files into statistical modeling software and quickly generate histograms. Researchers
who plan to use the corpus of hOCR files to closely analyze their data can first look at the
aggregated data files to get an overview of the data and check for obvious errors.
Some ‘macro’ actions are difficult to describe in terms of ‘micro’ actions, but are un-
derstood by human coders. In these cases, TESS’s output can be visualized to assist human
coders. Human coders can use these visualizations to label participant actions faster. In
studies where there are too many participant videos for human coders to label them all,
human coders can use visualizations to quickly label a subset of participants and then train
a computational model to label the rest. Visualizations of the data can also make some ac-
tions easier to see. For example observing how many times text was selected and unselected
is easier when time is shown as an axis.
3.5.1 Corpus of hOCR files
TESS’s default output is a corpus of hOCR files that are named according to the time
of the frame they represent. Each file contains information on the position, text label and
highlight color of each word in the frame. The files also store information on how these
values were calculated and whether it is likely that a mistake has been made. For example,
if the text label assigned by the OCR differs radically from the corrected text label it is
more likely that the text label is wrong. Additionally, if the medians of the color parti-
tion and the assigned highlight color pair have a large gap, the detected highlight is more
likely to be wrong. Each hOCR file can be parsed by any XML (Extensible Markup Lan-
guage) or HTML interpreter. The data in the files can be paired with other data sources that
incorporate time and screen coordinates as discussed in Section 2.1.5.
Researchers interested in tracking the amount of screen time each word, line or para-
graph received during a participant’s session can define use the corpus of hOCR files to
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compute which time windows the text of interest was displayed in. These calculations will
be more accurate when they are made at the line level than at the word level since the hi-
erarchical nature of the text correction algorithm prevents the word corrections from being
more correct than the line corrections. A discussion of the value of dwell time data in
reading research is presented in Section 2.1.3.
3.5.2 Aggregated Action Files
In cases where researchers are not linking other data sources, the hOCR corpus may be
overwhelming to work with. In these cases researchers may prefer to work with the outputs
from the action coding step. The scrolling/zooming action coding step outputs two CSV
(Comma Separated Values) files. The first describes the stitched ‘image’ that all frames are
projected onto and the second describes the position of the top and bottom of the screen on
this projection for each time window. The columns of the CSV file describing the stitched
image are the text of each line, the top position of the line, and the bottom position of the
line. The columns of the CSV file describing the screen’s position over time are the start
of each time window, the top position of the screen on the stitched ‘image’ during that
window, and the bottom position of the screen on the stitched ‘image’ during that window.
Researchers can open these CSV files in any program that reads spreadsheets. They
can compute how much the user zooms in by looking at the distance between the top and
bottom of the screen over time. To compare scrolling and zooming behavior between users,
it is advisable to scale the results by the distance from the top line to the bottom line of the
stitched ‘image’ since this value will be bigger for users who zoomed in.
The highlight action coding step outputs a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file that
lists all the times that a color change was detected and what the color changes at that time
were. Each word block that changed color is represented by its word labels, global ids,
new color, and the previous colors of the words in the block. Generally word blocks only
contain one word, but in some cases the OCR engine fails to find word boundaries and
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multiple words are put in the same block. Section 4.5 presents an analysis of how color
plays a role in OCR detection of word separations.
The JSON file type was used rather than a spreadsheet or XML format because JSON
is still human readable but has less redundancy for hierarchical data. The file groups color
changes by time, and then stores the label, global id, old color and new color of each
word that changed color at a given time. Researchers who wish to work with the data in
a spreadsheet program can convert the file to a CSV by making each word color change a
row.
3.5.3 Visualizations
Researchers interested in macro actions may find it difficult to describe those actions
in terms of the ‘micro’ actions coded by TESS. To assist these researchers, TESS has
modules to visualize scrolling, zooming and highlighting. Human coders can view these
visualizations to manually code subjective ‘macro’ actions without watching the screen
recording video. The visualizations also make it easier to spot likely errors in TESS’s
results. Using visualizations for error spotting is described further in section 3.6.
The visualization of scrolling and zooming shows the top and bottom positions of the
screen over time. Time is plotted on the x-axis and a blue band showing the span from
the top to the bottom on the stitched ‘image’ is plotted in the y-axis. The numerical values
of this axis are the position of the screen on a theoretical image, which is meaningless for
most applications, so numbers are not placed on the axis. If the researcher has a real image
of the article stitched together, they can put this image behind the graph to give context to
the y-axis (as shown in Figure 3.7).
Highlighting is visualized by plotting each word in the article in chronological order on
the x-axis and plotting time on the y-axis. The color of a point on the plot indicates the
color of the word indicated on the x-axis at the time indicated on the y-axis. If a highlight
is kept by the participant, the word will stay the highlighted color and be visualized as a
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Figure 3.7: An example visualization of scrolling behavior. The image behind the graph
is a ‘stitched image’ and provides context for the vertical position of the screen. Note that
unless the user zooms in, they will see the full width of the ‘stitched image’ at all times.
vertical line from the point the highlight was made to the end of the session. The tick marks
on the x-axis show the labels of a few words around that position to orient human coders.
An example highlight visualization is shown in Figure 3.8.
One example of a subjective ‘macro’ action is re-reading for review. This action is
difficult to describe in terms of ‘micro’ actions because it is dependent on a host of factors.
Re-reading for review is defined as any instance where after the participant scrolls down
slowly enough that it is plausible they were reading, they quickly scroll up and then slowly
scroll down again. Here scrolling ‘slowly’ can include several instances of moving the
screen quickly provided each line gets enough display time to be read. A computer coding
this action would either need someone to precisely define thresholds for ‘slow’ and ‘fast’
scrolling or a large number of examples of reviewing and not reviewing scrolling behaviors
to learn from. A human coder can look at the example in Figure 3.7 and determine that the
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Figure 3.8: An example visualization of highlighting behavior
reader reviewed the text starting around 3:30 based just on the description of reviewing.
These visualizations are not meant to convey the exact word highlighted or number of
pixels scrolled. The aggregated action files contain this information for researchers who are
interested. The visualizations shown here can be used with the output files described above
to find time windows in which TESS may have made mistakes or detected particularly
interesting information. An evaluation of the usefulness of these visualizations for coding
subjective ‘macro’ behaviors is described in Section 4.7.
3.6 Human-TESS Teaming
TESS, like most OCR based systems is not 100% reliable, but researchers can fix mis-
takes by interactively editing the output files and re-running the action coding step. This
loop is illustrated in steps 7, 8 and 9 of Figure 3.1. Human coders can identify likely
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mistakes by reviewing visualizations of TESS’s output. For example, in Figure 3.9, TESS
shows that the participant zoomed out quite a bit in the time window highlighted by the red
box. This measurement is suspicious since digital reading environments usually don’t let
the user zoom out passed the initial zoom level. To fix this mistake, a researcher can use
TESS’s interactive editor to fix the frames in the relevant time window and adjust the line
matching. A screen shot of this editor is shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.9: A visualization of TESS’s scrolling results which shows the user zooming out
4 minutes and 47 seconds into the session. The screen usually starts maximally zoomed
out, so this zoom is likely to be an incorrect reading.
Note that in the six minute reading session the incorrect reading represents only a one
second window and can be spotted quickly by a researcher who knows what to look for.
If mistakes are rare, easy to spot, and easy to fix, partnerships between TESS and human
coders can create very precise reliable results. To facilitate human editors, TESS has an
interactive editor that overlays information from each hOCR file on the frame it codes.
Each detected word is indicated by a box around the word that is colored according to the
detected highlight color. The label assigned to the word is displayed just above the box.
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The color used to indicate a highlight is not the same as the highlight color since using the
same color makes it difficult to see the box. A legend is shown in the top left corner of the
page that indicates the mapping between box colors and highlight colors. Human editors
can click on word boxes to edit their labels and highlight color assignments. A screen shot
of this interactive editor is shown in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: A screen shot of TESS’s interactive editor. The word currently being edited is
highlighted with a thick red box.
The time windows that are displayed in the interactive editor can be set by the researcher
according to their timestamps or attributes of the hOCR output. In some studies, researchers
are only interested in highlighting behavior or the words that a user looked at. In these
cases a human editor can save time by only fixing the words that were highlighted or were
displayed near fixation points in the gaze data. The interactive editor was used to mark
whether or not TESS’s output was correct in evaluation tests described in Sections 4.4 and
4.5.
3.7 System Design Summary
TESS has a modular design that enables researchers to adapt the tool to their needs.
Researchers who only want to track document switching can stop TESS after running the
document matching module. Researchers who wish to detect highlights in a stack of paper
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documents can scan the documents to turn them into images and run the modules for finding
text and colors without the finding transitions step. This modular design also makes TESS
easier to evaluate and debug, as shown in Chapter 4. In future work, TESS’s mortality will
hopefully make it easier to improve.
This tool is designed to be easy to setup for any reading stimuli, track text movements,
and scale for larger studies. The next two chapters present tests of how well the design
described in this chapter achieves these goals. Chapter 6 summarizes what the results of
these tests reveal about how easily TESS can be used with various stimuli, how reliably
it tracks text movements and how well it scales. Chapter 7 speculates on how the design
described in this chapter could be improved or extended.
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Chapter 4
Evaluating TESS for Correctness
This chapter describes experiments that evaluate the accuracy of TESS and their results.
TESS codes user actions from screen recordings using a pipeline with several sub-steps, as
illustrated in Figure 3.1. Each evaluation test examines one or two of these sub-steps. Taken
together, these tests demonstrate that TESS works well in many cases. The points of failure
are predictable and occur in less common reading environments.
The experiments described here test the internal workings of TESS and concentrate
on parts of the pipeline depicted in Figure 3.1. Not all of the errors that are detected in
these sub-steps affect the usefulness of TESS’s final output. Chapter 5 describes reading
experiments that use TESS and Chapter 6 presents an analysis of both this chapter and
Chapter 5 that examines what the results presented here reveal about TESS’s usefulness for
reading experiments in general.
4.1 Finding Transitions
The finding transitions step was tested by comparing the times TESS chose to segment
a single 10 second video segment to those chosen by humans comparing the same frames.
Three human volunteers were shown a pair of frames, f1 and f2, that differed by 10 seconds
and asked to mark each pair they observed as either the same or different. If the frames were
determined to be different, then a frame, f3, halfway between f1 and f2 was extracted and
the pairs ( f1, f3) and ( f3, f2) were added to a queue of frames to be shown to the participant.
If the two frames were determined to be the same then no further frames were added to the
queue. This process was repeated on frame pairs in the queue until the time difference
between each pair of different frames was 0.1 seconds. The pairs of different frames that
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Figure 4.1: A screenshot of the evaluator’s view during the transition finding test.
differed by only 0.1 seconds were recorded as the transitions found by the human subject.
This experiment mimics the binary search step TESS uses to find transitions when T is 10
seconds and t is 0.1 seconds. A screenshot of the interface used by human volunteers is
shown in Figure 4.1.
The human subjects found 4-6 transitions in the video segment, as shown in Figure 4.2.
TESS marked 13 transitions for the same 10 second clip. All but one of the transitions found
by the human volunteers was marked by TESS, and that transition was only identified by
one of the human participants. TESS found a transition that was off by t from this transition.
It is preferable that TESS find too many transitions than that it miss a few since the negative
cost of processing extra transitions is computing time, while missed transitions can result
in missing user actions and generating false data. The impact on run time of finding extra
transitions is discussed in Section 4.8.
The human participants took 6 minutes on average to find the transitions in this 10
second clip while TESS took 32 seconds. A more complete picture of how long TESS
takes to find transitions was computed by timing how long it took TESS to find transitions
in 388 video clips ranging in length from 4 seconds to 25 minutes. Finding the transitions
took TESS 15 seconds to 19 minutes per clip. TESS found 7-817 transitions in the clips,
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Figure 4.2: The transitions found by TESS and the human evaluators in the video clip. The
times at
and the number of transitions found had a stronger relationship with how long the clip took
to compute than its length based on a linear fit model. The model found that TESS took 21
seconds regardless of the number of transitions. Each additional transition took 1.3 seconds
to compute. TESS’s overall runtime is discussed in Section 4.8.
The design for this evaluation test was based on pilot testing I performed on myself. In
early tests, I tried finding the transitions by watching screen recordings in a video player,
but found it very hard to mark exact times of ‘transitions’ by scrubbing the video. This was
particularly true when the change was continuous, as is the case during a scrolling action.
Comparing still images was much easier, so I asked the human coders to mark images as
either the same or different during a binary search. Since many of the volunteers for this
evaluation test also volunteered for the test in Section 4.4, this test was purposely kept short
and only involved one video clip. The video clip used for this study was chosen due to the
relatively large variety of transitions that occurred during the clip. In this clip a webpage is
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loaded, causing several HTML elements to move around, and the user starts scrolling near
the end of the clip. Thus this video clip contains both localized and full screen transitions.
Based on these results, TESS segments screen recordings approximately twice as often
as necessary. There is some evidence that it sometimes misses transitions, but since the
missed transition was not agreed on by all the human coders, more evaluation tests are
needed. It is better that TESS segment videos too much than too little, but it would be good
to reduce the number of redundant time windows since TESS’s running time is directory
tied to the number of transitions it finds. This relationship is discussed in more detail in
Section 4.8. Even with a slower than optimal runtime, TESS’s video segmentation is 11
times faster than human coders.
4.2 Preparing Images
TESS can be setup to work with any OCR engine that outputs hOCR files. All OCR
engines perform better under some circumstances than others. This section investigates
the value one method of altering frame images to improve the results of the most popular
open source OCR engine, Tesseract. Tesseract works best when all text in an image is
at least 20 pixels tall [217]. Thus, frames that showed text that was only 10 pixels tall
were run through TESS with and without re-sizing. The results indicate that Tesseract
produces much more accurate text labels when the frames are resized, but TESS’s post-
text-correction-step results are equally accurate in both conditions. This test only looked at
a few frames so it would be foolish to conclude that preprocessing images is never worth it,
but the results show that increasing the accuracy of the uncorrected OCR results does not
always increase the accuracy of the final output.
Four frames that contained 10 pixel tall text were used in this test. In the condition with
prepossessing, each frame was resized to twice its initial dimensions without interpolation.
The frames were chosen because they each posed a hurdle for TESS. Three of the frames
included an open sidebar that covered part of the text. The fourth frame contained three
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Frame
Before Text Correction After Text Correction
No Prepossessing Prepossessing No Prepossessing Prepossessing
1 44.5% 7.5% 0.0% 0.4%
2 33.3% 3.1% 0.0% 0.0%
3 37.1% 7.3% 1.6% 0.0%
4 32.8% 4.4% 2.6% 0.5%
Table 4.1: The word error rate for the four frames with and without prepossessing and
before and after the text correction steps.
different colors of text (black on white, black on yellow and white on dark blue) and a small
pop-up that covered two words. Two of the frames that included the sidebar also contained
highlighted text. Section 4.5 discusses the effect of color on TESS’s output. Other groups
using Tesseract have noted that it works best for black text on a white background [217].
A manual inspection of the OCR output for each frame found that the word error rate
before the correction step was 33-45% without resizing and 3-8% if the image was resized.
The output for each frame was manually inspected again after the text label correction
step. The word error rate was 0-3% for the non-resized frames and 0-0.5% for the resized
frames. The exact error rates for all frames are shown in Table 4.1. Individual frames had
different word error rates in each condition. In frame 1, text in the sidebar was incorrectly
labeled as part of the document when the frame was resized, but not when it was analyzed
at the original size. Frames 3 and 4 both had more errors after correction if they were not
resized first. On average there were more errors if the frames were not preprocessed both
before and after correction, but the reduction in the error rate was not as large after the
text correction step. A full investigation of the value of prepossessing would need to use a
larger sample.
This test shows that improving the initial OCR results does not always lead to a pro-
portional improvement in the results after the text label correction step. The test performed
here only looked at four frames, so this is not definitive evidence of the value of resizing
images, but it does show that adding preprocessing and improving the OCR engine do not
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always lead to more accurate final text labels. Preprocessing can be seen as a proxy for
investing in a better OCR engine. Resizing the frames in this test reduced the initial word
error rate by 85% on average, but for half the frames the final word error rate was as good
or better without resizing. Thus researchers who use TESS may not need to purchase a
state of the art OCR engine.
4.3 Document Matching Tests
The document matching part of the OCR correction step was tested by taking screen
shots of 80 Wikipedia articles and checking how many of these screen shots TESS success-
fully paired with the text of the correct article. The pages were selected by starting with the
Wikipedia page on cats and randomly following links. At each page, the text of the page
was copied into a text file which was labeled with the name of the page. Then the page was
scrolled down a random amount and a screen shot was taken of the page. Since this test
only looks at document matching, no attention was paid to line breaks in the text files.
For each text file and hOCR file pair, the document similarity was calculated. In all
cases, the text file with the largest document similarity score to the OCR output for each
screen shot was the correct article. To observe how robust the document similarity score is,
the ratio between the similarity score with the correct document and the largest similarity
score with another document was also calculated. A histogram of these ratios is shown in
Figure 4.3.
The results show that the similarity metric consistently matches the hOCR files to the
correct document. The document similarity to incorrect documents was never more than
85.3% the similarity to the correct document. For all but one hOCR file, the largest simi-
larity score to an incorrect document was less than 80% that of the similarity score to the
correct document. The one outlier was a Wikipedia article that was only one paragraph in
length. This article described the Battle of Barbalissos between the Sassanid and Roman
Empires, and its second closest match was to the article on the Sassanid Empire. The re-
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Figure 4.3: One minus the ratio between the similarity score of frame and the correct
document and the largest similarity score between that frame and an incorrect document.
The ratios are subtracted from one so that the closest values will be near zero.
sults of this test show that the similarity score is robust for a reasonably large corpus, even
if the documents in the corpus are short and discuss similar subjects.
As described in Section 3.2.1, the document similarity function TESS uses is
S( f ,d) = ∑
token∈( f∩d)
length(token)
To test whether another similarity score would work better, the test described above was
run with a similarity score that does not weight the words by their lengths and a similarity
score that uses the average word length and thus does not take the number of matched
words into account. These alternative similarity functions also correctly matched all the
hOCR documents, but did not have as wide a buffer between the similarity score for the
correct document and the largest similarity score to an incorrect document as shown in
Figure 4.4. When word length was not taken into account, one hOCR file had a similarity
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(a) Word Count (b) Average Length of Words
Figure 4.4: One minus the ratio between the similarity of an hOCR file with the correct
document and most similar incorrect document under different similarity metrics. The
ratios are subtracted from one so that the closest values will be near zero.
to an incorrect document that was over 99% its similarity to the correct document. Thirteen
of the 80 hOCR files had similarity scores to incorrect matches that were over 80% their
similarity score to the correct document. When the number of words matched was not
taken into account, 57 of the 80 hOCR files had similarity scores to incorrect matches that
were over 80% their similarity score to the correct document. There is probably a better
document similarity function than the one used by TESS, but it is not counting the number
of shared words or taking their average length.
This test did not look at screen shots that only contain a few words or examine languages
other than English. It is possible that the document similarity function would become less
reliable under these conditions. For the moment, TESS uses a single similarity function
that works well for screen recordings of large articles in English. As more researchers
incorporate TESS into their studies, it may become necessary to swap out the similarity
metric depending on the text language or the amount of text on the screen.
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Figure 4.5: The number of words human reviewers marked incorrect in each frame before
and after correction by TESS.
4.4 Line and Word Correction
The validity of the correction step after a frame has been matched to a document was
assessed by five human reviewers who examined OCR results before and after correction.
Each reviewer was shown six frames from a single reading experiment, which were ran-
domized to either be the uncorrected output of the OCR engine, or the output after cor-
rection. The output was shown in TESS’s interactive editor (described in Section 3.6).
Reviewers edited each frame until the text was correct as they saw it.
Both the uncorrected and corrected version of each frame was seen by at least one re-
viewer. The reviewers did not always find that the frames corrected by TESS were error
free, but they did consistently find fewer errors than the frame’s uncorrected counterpart.
Figure 4.5 shows how many words were marked incorrect in each condition, and the stan-
dard deviation for frames that were viewed by more than one reviewer. In the frames for
times 2:50.5 and 2:57.3 no errors were found in the post correction version.
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The average word error rate for each frame before correction according to the human
reviewers was 3-6.5%. Fifteen percent of the edits reviewers made only involved changing
punctuation or the case of a character. After the text correction step the error rate dropped to
0-3.3%. All the edits reviewers made to corrected frames added text that had been deleted
by TESS. In most cases, this error came from an entire line being deleted from the top of
the frame. The deleted words were all partially covered by the top of the page.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, lines that did not get matched via correctly identified
words and whose weighted distance to the lines in the text file is over a threshold are
deleted by TESS’s text correction step. The partially covered lines that were incorrectly
deleted from the top of the frame in this test had no words recognized correctly by the
OCR engine and did not have a sufficiently small edit distance to the correct line in the text
file to be matched.
Deleting lines that were partially hidden by the top of the frame is probably not a
big deal since participants are unlikely to read lines without making them fully visible.
However, this may be an indication of how TESS would fail to match lines if the OCR
engine was less reliable. In cases where a strong OCR engine is not available, as is often
the case for less studied alphabets, TESS may need to use a lower threshold for matching
with the distance metric. Finding the right threshold is a difficult dance, since too low a
threshold will cause menus and other extraneous text to be matched to lines in the correction
documents.
This test evaluated TESS’s line and word matching together. The results show that both
correction steps occasionally make errors, but line matching has a larger impact. Overall,
the correction step consistently lowers the error rate and the remaining errors are predomi-
nantly in partially covered words which users are unlikely to look at. This test used frames
that displayed black text on a white background. The error rate after correction is often
lower when a large range of highlight colors are used as discussed in Section 4.5, but the
test described here evaluates TESS’s performance in environments that use the most popu-
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Figure 4.6: A reviewer marking text incorrectly deleted by TESS.
lar text color.
4.5 Color Detection Tests
Three tests were used to monitor TESS’s word color detection accuracy. The first com-
pared TESS’s color detection to another highlight tracking application. The highlights
tracked by the application had black text on a yellow background. The text that was not
highlighted was black text on a white background. Both of these color pairings consist of a
dark and a light color. Thus TESS can use the faster threshold method to group pixels into
a text color and a background color.
To test TESS’s ability to correctly detect a larger set of colors, a second test was run
by randomly coloring the text and background of each word in a webpage from a set of
25 color pairs. Screen-shots were taken of the webpage and TESS’s color detection was
compared to the colors assigned for each word. This test was run using both the clustering
and thresholding methods of separating text and background pixels so the differences in
time and accuracy between the two methods could be compared.
The third test measured TESS’s accuracy on a data set which contained more colors
than the first test, but unlike the second test used popular highlight colors that were easy to
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read. This test was manually evaluated using the interactive editor described in Section 3.6.
The results of the three tests indicate that TESS’s text labeling and color detection accuracy
are dependent on the colors used. In general, the clustering method of separating pixels is
more accurate but slower and TESS works best for dark text on a light background. Having
a small number of possible highlight colors that are not close to each other also helps.
4.5.1 Single Highlight Color Test
TESS’s accuracy at detecting the color of words in a classical example (one default
color, one highlight color) was tested by comparing TESS’s results to the highlights saved
by the Hypothes.is JavaScript plug-in [95]. For this test, 107 participants read and made
highlights while their screen was recorded. Saved highlights were stored by the Hypothes.is
JavaScript plug-in during the screen recording. Since Hypothes.is only contained a list of
the final saved highlights (not highlights that were made then deleted during the session),
TESS only examined the final frame in each screen recording. Participants were not en-
couraged to make highlights after the screen recording stopped, but they continued to have
access to the screen while they completed a post-test. There is some evidence that some
participants may have saved new highlights after the screen recording stopped. The words
detected by TESS in each final frame were marked according to whether they were saved
as part of a highlight on Hypothes.is. TESS’s color detection step was then run on each
frame to find any differences between TESS’s results and Hypothes.is’s.
Participants saved highlights on hypothes.is in 60 of the 107 sessions. In total, hy-
pothes.is recorded 250 highlighted snippets made up of 1,252 highlighted words. This left
26,601 non-highlighted words across the 107 frames. TESS agreed with Hypothes.is about
26,590 of the 26,601 (99.96%) of the non-highlighted words, and 892 of the 1,252 (71%)
highlighted words. The differences came from 15 of the 107 participants. A manual ex-
amination revealed that in one instance, TESS classified a word as a highlight due to the
darker colored address bar in the surrounding area. In five instances, words were partially
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Figure 4.7: A snippet of the website in which each word is randomly colored from one of
25 color pairs.
highlighted and TESS classified them as not highlighted. The remaining 365 discrepancies
appear to come from 13 text snippets recorded by Hypothes.is that are not highlighted in
the participant’s video and 3 text snippets that are highlighted in the video but not recorded
by Hypothes.is.
The 13 snippets that are not in the video likely result from participants making high-
lights during the post test (which was not part of the screen recording examined by TESS).
The 3 snippets that are highlighted in the video but not recorded may be due to the save
button not being properly pressed while using the Hypothes.is tool (experimenters were
able to replicate this bug in the Hypothes.is tool). The results of this investigation show
that TESS is able to recognize the colors of words very accurately when the entire word is
highlighted and unobstructed.
4.5.2 Large Color Range Test
The test with the Hypothes.is tool discussed in Section 4.5.1 looks at TESS’s perfor-
mance when there is only one default color pair and one highlight color pair, both of which
consist of a dark and a light color. To test TESS’s performance more generally, a second
test was devised in which the text and background of each word in an image were colored
randomly. The colors assigned to each word were saved when the HTML file was gener-
ated so TESS’s results could be compared to the assigned values. An image of some of the
colored words is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.8: The eight colors used for the text and background of each word.
The images for this test were generated by randomly coloring the text and background
for each word from a list of 8 colors. Since each word uses two colors (one for the fore-
ground and one for the background), the list of possible colors for each word contains more
than 8 possibilities. Pairs in which the text and background are the same color were ex-
cluded since that text would be illegible. TESS is not setup to tell the difference between
a color pair in which the text is white and and the background is black, and the reversed
color pair where the text is black and the background is white. To ensure that only one of
these pairs exists in the set of possible colors, only pairs in which the average brightness of
the text color is darker than the average brightness of the background were used. Three of
the colors (red, green and blue) had the same average brightness, so the filter also excluded
the 3 pairs made up of these colors. After filtering, there were 25 color pairs that could be
assigned to a word.
Five images, each containing 199-310 words, were generated for this test. In total,
the images contained 1,382 words. Each of the 25 color pairs occurred between 38 and
74 times across the five images. The frequent color switching in the images confused
the OCR engine. As a result, even after correction the text labels had many errors. A
manual correction was used to fix the labels of the detected words for each image using
the interactive editing tool described in Section 3.6. This manual correction revealed that
59% of the word blocks were assigned the the wrong labels. Of the 1,382 words, 23% were
not detected by the OCR engine. TESS has no methods for adding undetected words, so
these words were not analyzed. Of the 1,069 words that were detected, 680 (64%) were not
detected as their own word block but were instead grouped with at least one other word.
TESS’s color detection only works if all the words in a block are colored using the same
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color pair. When there are only a few possible color pairs, this can happen even if more
than one word is in the block, but when there are 25 color pairs that are assigned randomly,
the probability that a pair of consecutive words will be different colors is .96.
The frequency with which words went undetected or were grouped into blocks with
other words was not the same for all colors. The pair of light blue text on a white back-
ground went undetected in 98% of occurrences. This is the color pair used for ‘”we’ (after
‘she warned,’) in Figure 4.7. The other color pairs were missed by the OCR engine 10-31%
of the time. Notably, the light blue text on a white background color pair had the smallest
brightness difference between the colors in the pair. Thirteen of the 25 color pairs were
grouped with other words in 77-100% of their occurrences. The other half of the color
pairs were grouped with other words 28-50% of the time. As shown in Figure 4.9, all the
color pairs in which the average brightness of the colors differed by less than 40% (or 100256 )
of the brightness scale were in the first group. If a color pair had more contrast, words
colored with that color were less likely to be grouped with another word.
After the manual correction, there were 389 words which were detected by the OCR
engine and were alone in their word block. Twenty-three of the original 25 color pairs
were represented by these words. The thresholding method was able to correctly label the
color pair in 66% of cases, while the clustering method correctly labeled the color pair in
81% of cases. The increased performance of the clustering method came from three color
pairs: the orange-yellow color on top of white or light blue, and black text on the medium
blue background. The orange-yellow on light blue color pair is used to color ‘laloobay.’ in
Figure 4.7. The clustering method had an error rate of 3-4% when the text was the orange-
yellow color on top of white or light blue, and 60% for black text on the medium blue
background. The thresholding method failed 100% of the time on all three of these color
pairs since both colors were on the same side of the threshold.
There were four color pairs where thresholding out performed clustering, but the dif-
ference in performance was not as extreme as the cases where clustering did better. For
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Figure 4.9: The probability that words colored using a given color pair will be grouped with
other words by the OCR engine as a function of the average brightness difference between
the two colors.
dark blue text on a white background or red text on a light blue background, the cluster-
ing method made a mistake in 1 and 3 more instances respectively than the thresholding
method (out of 30 and 36 total instances respectively). The clustering failed in half the
cases where the text was medium blue and the background was the orange-yellow color.
In all cases where the text was red and the background was the orange-yellow color the
clustering method failed. The thresholding method made no errors in either of these cases.
An analysis of the words with red text on a light blue background and dark blue text
on a white background found that clustering failed on these colors because the background
color did not extend past the word’s bounding box. When analyzing the area of an image
that displays a word, TESS includes a small border around each word. These extra pixels
are usually the background color since highlighting and selecting tools usually color a small
border around each word in addition to the word itself. Words that only have one or two
letters don’t contain many background pixels in the bounding box that encapsulates the
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Figure 4.10: How an image snippet of a red and orange-yellow word with a white border
is partitioned by the clustering and thresholding approaches.
letters of the word, so adding this border allows TESS to see necessary pixels for finding
the background color.
The span elements used to color each word in the images used for this experiment did
not extend the background color past the word’s bounding box. Thus, the border usually
picked up white pixels, which were sometimes recognized was the second cluster in the
clustering approach if the text and background colors were sufficiently close to each other.
These white border pixels were always included in the lighter pixel group when pixels were
divided using the thresholding approach. Since the darker color was always used to color
the text in this experiment, this was always the background color. The median background
color usually remained the same in the thresholding approach as the background pixels
were more numerous than the white border pixels when the word contained at least three
letters. An example of a red and orange-yellow word with a white border divided by the
clustering and thresholding approaches is shown in Figure 4.10.
There were seven color pairs in which both the thresholding and clustering methods
assigned incorrect colors for 100% of word occurrences. An examination of these color
pairs revealed that thresholding usually failed because the colors in the pair were on the
same side of the threshold. For two of the seven colors, clustering partitioned the image
correctly, but measured the distance from the median values in each partition to be closer
to an incorrect color pair than to the correct color pair. For the other five color pairs, the
clustering method chose the white border as one of the clusters as it did for the red and
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orange-yellow color pair shown in Figure 4.10.
Based on these results, the clustering method was re-run without the border pixels for
each word. Removing the white borders increased the accuracy of the clustering method
from 81% to 85%. Most of this improvement came from the color pairs which had been
incorrectly categorized by the clustering method in 100% of cases previously. Once the
white borders were removed, only 2 color pairs were consistently miss-categorized by the
clustering method.
The difference function used to match detected colors to values on the list of possi-
ble color pairs was also updated to weight difference in green pixels as five times more
important than differences in blue pixels. This altered difference function was meant to
reflect how difference is perceived by the human eye, which is more sensitive to gradations
in green light than blue light. Using the altered difference function without border pixels
brought the accuracy up to 89%. However, an examination of the results showed that this
result came from a change in how words that had green text on either an orange-yellow
or light blue background were categorized. The altered difference function categorized
the background as light blue in both cases, while the original difference function catego-
rized the green text as orange-yellow when the background was light blue. There were
more instances of green text on a light blue background in the sample, so the altered dif-
ference function had a lower overall error rate in this example. Both difference functions
have trouble distinguishing among these colors when the pixel values are slightly off. Hu-
man observers do not have trouble categorizing the median colors found by the clustering
method, as shown in Figure 4.11. A better difference function that is closer to the algorithm
used by the human eye would probably categorize these color pairs correctly.
Finding word colors using the thresholding method took 2 seconds for all 5 images.
Using the clustering method this same process took 32 seconds. The experiment shown
here demonstrates that the clustering method yields better results if a wide range of color
pairs are used and no threshold divides all of them. However, the range of colors in this
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Figure 4.11: The median color values for each cluster in a green and orange-yellow word
and a green and light blue word. Tess’s difference function categorized the orange-yellow
in the top image as light blue and the green in the bottom image as orange-yellow.
experiment is much wider than in most reading environments. Studies of human readers
have found that many struggle to read low contrast text [28, 75, 83] and prefer dark text on a
light background [175], so most reading experiments use high contrast color combinations.
The OCR results in this experiment demonstrate that researchers using a large number of
color pairs with low contrast may want to invest in a better OCR engine.
4.5.3 Four Color Test
The experiment in Section 4.5.2 shows that TESS’s text labeling and to a lesser extent
color categorization are unreliable when the set of colors used grows sufficiently large.
However, the images in the Section 4.5.2 experiment are not representative of most reading
experiments, and some of the color pairs are difficult for humans to read. The experiments
in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.4 show that TESS performs much better when the text is easy to
read, but don’t investigate TESS’s color detection accuracy in authentic reading environ-
ments with more than two colors. The test described in this subsection measures TESS’s
performance in a real-world reading environment with four colors.
To measure TESS’s error rate within a small set of easy to read color pairs, the interac-
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Figure 4.12: The error rate and type of error (color detection or labeling) for different
colors. All colors refer to the background color. When the background was dark blue the
text was white.
tive tool was used to correct errors in the detected highlights for 3 video clips. Each clip
contained 5-10 highlights saved using hypothes.is. In addition to yellow saved highlights,
TESS detected when text turned dark blue or the background turned light blue due to selec-
tion actions that were not saved by hypothes.is. The colors and labels for each word after
corrections were manually made with the interactive editor were compared to the output
before manual editing. Among words that were labeled white or yellow, 0.3% had an error
in either their label or color. The error rate for words originally labeled dark blue was 3.6%,
and for words originally labeled light blue it was 7.9%. Figure 4.12 shows the error rate
for each color. Errors in which the wrong color was assigned to a word block are marked
as ‘color’ errors. Errors in which the wrong label was assigned to a word block are marked
as ‘text’ errors.
Most of the errors for dark blue words (which was white text on a dark blue background)
came from incorrectly labeled text. Tesseract does not work as well for light text on a dark
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background as dark text on a light background [217]. Errors from the initial OCR output
were often only partially corrected, particularly in cases where word separation was not
properly recognized. In 53% of the 87 cases that a dark blue word was mislabeled, the
‘word’ was a group of at least two words. When a dark blue ‘word’ contained multiple
words, the correction step assigned at least one of the correct word labels to that ‘word’ in
46% of cases. Among dark blue ‘words’ that were correctly labeled, only 0.9% contained
multiple words.
Words labeled light blue were the most likely to contain errors. These errors came from
a variety of sources. In 18% of the light blue errors, a text block that was not part of the
stimuli was mislabeled as part of the article. These text blocks were usually marked light
blue because that was the closest color to the colors of the address bar and menu. Light
blue was also the closest color to the white default color (97% of words across all frames
were white). Smaller text, bold text and text near images or the address bar was more likely
to be incorrectly marked light blue due to noisy pixels or bounding boxes that overlapped
other objects like pictures.
Errors in highlight detection could sometimes be spotted by looking for instances where
a highlight appeared to be created and deleted very quickly. As the analysis above shows,
a manual check for highlighting errors should focus on longer word blocks, words near
pictures, and words detected near the top of the page. In future work it may be possible to
automatically correct some of these errors.
4.5.4 Color Detection Test Summary
While the evaluation test in Section 4.5.2 demonstrates that TESS’s color detection step
makes errors, the tests in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.3 demonstrates that its outputs are usually
accurate when the set of possible highlight colors is reasonable. When words are colored
randomly, the OCR engine is likely to miss word borders. However, TESS is designed to
be used in reading experiments and readers do not highlight randomly. Most highlights
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cover phrases, not single words, and most readers highlight less than half the words they
see. Highlight colors tend to have high contrast since that makes them easier for humans to
read. Fortunately, OCR engines also find high contrast text easier to read.
With that being said, TESS’s inability to detect more than one color in a word block
limits its usefulness. It is not unheard of for readers to partially highlight words, particularly
younger readers have developed all the fine motor skills and tricks adult readers employ to
select entire words. For example, adults familiar with computers often learn that double
clicking on a word will select it in most applications, but this knowledge is not rarely
taught in schools. A version of TESS that could detect multiple highlight colors within a
word block would be useful both for cases when the OCR engine fails to find a word break
and for cases when participants partially select words.
4.6 Action Coding
Once TESS has analyzed each frame, it detects user actions by examining differences
between adjacent time windows as described in Section 3.4. Calculating these differences
is straight forward, but errors occur as the result of errors in TESS’s analysis of individual
frames. Not all errors in frame analysis result in the same magnitude of mistakes in ac-
tion coding. For example, if TESS’s measurement of a line’s position is off, the detected
scrolling might still be correct since the scrolling detection step examines more than one
line. If TESS detects the incorrect color for a word, there will be a mistake in TESS’s high-
lighting report, but if the correct color is detected in the next frame and the time window is
small, then this will stand out as a probable mistake and researchers using TESS can filter
it out. This section examines the errors present in TESS’s action coding output.
TESS is built to be compatible with all reading environments, so it does not make
assumptions as to how users scroll or which color transitions are possible. Thus by using
screen recordings from an environment where jumping and highlighting were restricted,
errors in TESS’s output can be easily detected. The evaluation tests in this section use
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data collected while readers read a document without internal links (so jumping to random
locations within the page was impossible) and where only some color transitions were
possible. Using data from this restricted environment makes it easier to find mistakes.
Scrolling detection was tested by examining a few screen recordings in detail and checking
that jumping behavior was absent from the full set of results. Highlighting detection was
tested by comparing highlighting reports before and after using the interactive editor to fix
mistakes. The results indicate that scrolling detection is robust and reliable. Highlighting
detection is more prone to errors, but most of the errors mistake the length of time a word
was highlighted, not which words were highlighted at all. Statistics on what words users
highlighted were almost always correct and statistics on how long text was selected were
usually off by less than 1%.
4.6.1 Scrolling
One hundred and ninety one middle school students were asked to read an article with
no links to test TESS’s scrolling detection. Participants could scroll by using a keyboard, a
mouse or a touchscreen display. In theory a session could contain a lot of scrolling because
a reader jumped from the top to the bottom of the screen many times. In practice, most
readers only go through an article once or twice. In articles with lots of links, a reader may
take a non-linear approach to a first reading of the text. In articles without links like the
one used here, the environment discourages readers from reading out of order and most
readers move linearly toward the end of the article. Thus, just as the walker with the most
steps will have the shortest stride, readers whose scrolls are large in terms of the number of
pixels moved should have fewer instances of ‘scrolling actions’ detected.
To check whether students who scrolled more, scrolled shorter lengths than their peers,
the number of downward scrolls TESS detected in each recording was plotted against the
average number of pixels moved by each scroll. If the student zoomed in, their scrolling
while zoomed in was excluded from this analysis, since it was easy to accidentally scroll
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Figure 4.13: The average pixels scrolled plotted against the total number of downward
scrolls.
(a) Maximum Scroller (b) Median Scroller (c) Minimum Scroller
Figure 4.14: Visualizations of scrolling from different points in the distribution.
while attempting to zoom when using the touchscreen. As shown in Figure 4.13, there
was a relationship between the number of times TESS detected a reader scrolling and the
average length of the detected scrolls, with those who scrolled less often making longer
scrolls.
Statistics occasionally obfuscate more than they reveal, so three participants’ scrolling
behaviors were manually reviewed. The three students were those with the most ‘scrolling
actions’, the median number of scrolls and the fewest ‘scrolling actions’ according to TESS.
Figure 4.14 shows visualizations of each of these participants scrolling. The frequent move-
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ment of the blue band in Figure 4.14a shows that the student scrolled quite a bit, while the
stability of the blue band in Figure 4.14c shows that the student only scrolled in one short
burst a little over 7 minutes into the session. This test demonstrates that the statistics plotted
in Figure 4.13 are not a fluke, and TESS’s conception of heavy and light scrolling matches
the common understanding. The study of scrolling behavior discussed in Section 5.1 used
these results to demonstrate that the scrolling data is reliable.
4.6.2 Highlighting
Correctly identifying highlighting actions requires TESS to correctly identify the color
and assign word labels correctly regardless of word color. The experiments in Section
4.5 show that TESS’s accuracy varies a lot depending on text color. To see how errors
in individual frames affect the aggregated highlighting results, the aggregated highlighting
actions for the data set with four highlight colors described in Section 4.5.3 before and after
manual correction were compared.
The manual correction was performed by finding the transitions where words changed
color with the highlighting visualization described in Section 3.5.3, and reviewing frames
on either side of the transition with the interactive editor described in Section 3.6. The
environment used for this experiment only allowed one or two color transitions from each
possible color pair. White words could only turn dark blue. Dark blue words could turn
yellow or white. Yellow words could turn light blue or white, and light blue words could
turn yellow. The manual correction concentrated on impossible color transitions and words
that changed back and forth quickly.
The data set contained three videos, each showing the screen of someone reading and
highlighting a document. In one video the reader viewed a document with 434 words,
while in the other two videos the participant viewed documents with 674 words. Of the
1,782 words observed in the three videos, TESS flagged 260 as changing color at least
once. Ten (4%) were found to not actually change color after the manual correction. The
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corrected results showed that 254 words changed color across the three videos, 5 (2%) of
which were not found by TESS. Most of these errors were caused by highlighted words
being mislabeled.
Among the 250 words that TESS correctly flagged as having changed color, 43 (17%)
were labeled the wrong color at least once in the video. In 28 of these cases, the discrepancy
came from TESS marking the word as not highlighted during a period of time that it was
highlighted. On average, these 28 words were incorrectly marked not highlighted for 15%
of the time they were highlighted. The distribution has a long tail, half of the 28 words
were incorrectly marked not highlighted for less than 1% of the time they were highlighted.
Twelve words were incorrectly marked highlighted when they were not. On average, 19%
of the time these 12 words were marked as highlighted by TESS was an error. There were
3 words that were sometimes incorrectly marked as highlighted and sometimes incorrectly
marked as not highlighted. In all three of these cases, the word was correctly marked as
dark blue, but the detection of when it turned dark blue and when it changed back to the
default white color was off by about a second. There were no cases in which TESS correctly
identified a word as highlighted, but marked the highlighted word the wrong color.
The total amount of time that words were marked the wrong color is shown in Figure
4.15. As discussed above, the distribution has a long tail and most color errors persisted
for less than a second. In future work it may be possible to automatically tag suspicious
highlights based on the length of time a highlight is detected.
4.6.3 Action Coding Summary
The results discussed above show that TESS’s scrolling detection is very accurate and
detected highlights are correct most of the time. Furthermore, researchers can use robust
statistics such as medians to mitigate the propagation of errors. Filters such as ignoring
scrolls and highlights that are too short can also be used to remove noisy readings. Exam-
ples of action statistics used in real world reading studies are presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.15: The amount of time that words were marked the wrong color across three
videos ranging from 2.5 to 4.5 minutes in length each displaying 400 words or more
The evaluation tests presented in this section used the limitations of the reading en-
vironment to find errors quickly. While not all reading environments contain the same
strict limitations, many documents encourage some types of actions and discourage oth-
ers. Similar techniques can be used to quickly find errors in other reading environments
by visualizing TESS’s output and looking for behaviors that are strange given the reading
task.
4.7 Visualization Tests
TESS is designed to assist researchers working on open questions around digital read-
ing. The evaluation tests described in the previous sections demonstrate that TESS can
track micro actions from screen recordings. However, many researchers are interested in
larger scale questions that are composed of several micro actions like whether a reader
scrolled quickly or ‘skimmed’ through the whole article [185, 207], the total amount of
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time a reader dwells on a section [11], or how long it takes a reader to turn selected text
into a saved highlight [154]. To code more subjective ‘macro’ actions, human coders can
use visualizations of TESS’s output. This section presents an experiment testing whether
manually coding ‘macro’ actions from visualizations generated by TESS is more efficient
than coding the same actions directly from the screen recording.
Action Label Description
Length Check Scrolling 1 Scroll down and up very quickly
Jump to top Scrolling 2 Scroll to the top very quickly out-
side of a length check
Select text without highlighting Highlight 1 Select text in dark blue and then un-
select it without turning it into a yel-
low highlight
Select text and highlight Highlight 2 Turn dark blue text into yellow high-
light
Delete highlight Highlight 3 Delete yellow or light blue highlight
so it becomes white again
Table 4.2: ‘Macro’ actions coded by visualization evaluators
Twelve subjects were asked to count 2 scrolling actions and 3 highlighting actions based
on videos and visualizations from two screen recordings. The actions are listed in Table 4.2
and were purposely chosen to be somewhat ambiguous so the results would be applicable
to complex coding. For example, selecting text may involve dragging the mouse across a
text snippet, briefly unselecting the text and starting the drag again from a slightly different
position. What constituted a single text selection for Highlight 1 was left up to the partic-
ipant. Some of the actions, like Scrolling 1 [70] and Highlight 1 [213] were inspired by
references to the action in the literature. Other actions were chosen because they appeared
to be similar. The experiment was conducted via a website that contained written instruc-
tions for each subject. Once a subject agreed to take part in the study, they were given the
web address for the study. The welcome page of the website asked each participant to make
sure they had enough time to complete the study in a single sitting.
Participants were first shown instructions explaining what they would be asked to do in
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Figure 4.16: The visualization view for video clip 2.
the study and a tutorial video that illustrated how the scrolling and highlighting visualiza-
tions should be interpreted along with examples of each ‘macro’ action. Each participant
was asked to rate their understanding of the visualizations based on the video, answer a
question designed to test their understanding of the scrolling visualization, and count the
occurrences of 2 scrolling and 3 highlighting actions based on the video and visualizations
given in the example. As mentioned in section 3.6, TESS often makes mistakes which are
apparent in visualizations of its results. For this study, all the visualizations were cleaned
up so the results would reflect the value of the visualizations once all of TESS’s output was
sanitized.
Once participants finished going through the instructions, they were shown four pages.
On each page they were again asked to count the occurrences of the actions listed in Table
4.2 based on the video or visualizations on the page. The first page showed scrolling and
highlighting visualizations for a second video clip. A screenshot of this page is shown in
Figure 4.16. The second page showed the video representation of a third video clip. The
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Figure 4.17: The self assessed understanding level of each participant after reading the
instructions and watching the explanatory video.
third page showed the video representation of video clip 2 and the fourth page showed
scrolling and highlighting visualizations for video clip 3. The first three participants were
asked after the experiment if they realized pages 1 and 3 or pages 2 and 4 corresponded to
the same clips, and all 3 said this was not apparent during the experiment. All participants
were asked to give feedback through a text box on every page and at the end of the study.
None of the participants mentioned noticing that the video clips repeated.
Eleven participants said they understood the visualizations ‘Very Well’ or ‘Moderate’.
The participant who said their understanding was ‘Poor’ did not feel that they were able to
read the visualizations well enough to answer the counting questions, so their answers were
excluded from the rest of the analysis. Notably, this participant was the only participant
who had not completed a bachelors degree in a STEM (Science Technology Engineering
and Math) discipline, which suggests that mathematical training is helpful when reading
the visualizations. Figure 4.17 shows the self-reported understanding of each participant.
Participants gave a wide range of answers to the question designed to assess understanding.
In many cases it was clear that the participant was not able to understand what was being
asked. For this reason, the answers to the understanding question were not used.
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Figure 4.18: The absolute difference between the count for each action when the same
evaluator coded the video and visualization of each clip.
There was no action that all 11 evaluators counted the same way in both video and
visualization representations of a clip. However, as shown in Figure 4.18, the average
absolute difference between the count for the video clip and the count when viewing the
visualization was never more than 2. Since all actions had integer counts, this is a small
difference. Even in extreme cases, the difference was only once larger than 3, and that was
for the action with the highest count in either clip as shown in Figure 4.19.
Figure 4.19 shows the average count for each action in each representation. This infor-
mation gives context to the results displayed in Figure 4.18 and shows if any actions are
repeatedly assigned higher or lower counts when coded from the visualization. The only
actions that had the same average count in both representations were the scrolling actions
in clip 3. This was not surprising given the ambiguous nature of the actions participants
were asked to count. For both video clips, the difference between participant answers when
viewing the visualization representation of the clip and viewing the original video clip was
usually within a standard deviation. The median responses for the visualization and video
representations matched for 3 out of the five actions in both clips, though which three was
not the same.
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(a) Video Clip 2 (b) Video Clip 3
Figure 4.19: Participant counts of each action based on whether they were viewing visual-
izations of the clip or the screen recording video.
On average, participants completed the task of counting actions faster when viewing
the visualizations than when viewing the screen recording for both clips. Only 2 of the
11 participants took longer to count actions when viewing clip 2 as a visualization than
when viewing it as a video. Many participants reported that the visualizations became
easier to read with practice. The visualization of clip 2 was the first coding task after the
instructions, so it is likely these participants were still getting used to the visualization
representation. All participants completed the count for video clip 3 much faster when
viewing the visualization. Video clip 3 was 4 minutes and 30 seconds long while video clip
2 was only 3 minutes and 20 seconds. The larger time difference for video clip 3 suggests
that the longer the screen recording, the more human coders benefit by working from the
visualization. The time spent in each condition is shown in Figure 4.20.
Five of the 11 participants who felt they understood the visualizations mentioned that
the highlighting visualization was difficult to read because the pixels were too small or there
was not enough contrast between the colors. The third clip had a lot of short highlights
and selections, making it likely that many participants struggled to read the highlighting
visualization in this case. It is possible that a visualization that re-assigned the highlight
colors to a set with more contrast would have gotten better results.
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Figure 4.20: The amount of time users spent on each video clip in each condition.
This study shows that human coders can save time by using visualizations instead of
watching screen recordings, but it is important that the visualization be easy to read and all
coders be trained in how to read them and use them effectively. Typically, human coders
discuss what they are coding with each other and iterate on the definitions of what they are
coding until sufficient agreement is reached. The participants in this study were not allowed
to do this, so it is probable that coders in a real world study would have less variance in
their answers.
4.8 Running Time Tests
The time it takes TESS to process a video was calculated by running TESS on 388
videos that range between four seconds and 26 minutes in length and timing each step. The
results showed that, the amount of time TESS takes to process a video is based more on
the number of time windows it finds than the length of the video. On average, TESS takes
10.5 seconds to process each time window. Most of the videos analyzed in this experiment
had less than 14 time windows per minute, but some users had a lot more. The video with
the most time windows had more than 2.8 per second. On average, TESS found 19.5 time
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windows per minute for videos in this data set, so a researcher who wanted to analyze a 30
minute screen recording could expect TESS to take 1.7 hours. The screen recorder used to
capture these videos did not record the mouse, so the number of time windows detected in
this test may be lower than would be the case with a screen recording in which the mouse
was wiggled a lot.
The most time intensive part of TESS’s pipeline is running the OCR engine which on
average takes 5.3 seconds per frame. Thus, this accounts for half of TESS’s running time.
Cleaning up the OCR output is the next most time intensive part. This takes 2.9 seconds per
frame and accounts for 28% of TESS’s running time. The finding transitions step takes up
14% of TESS’s running time, and is the third most time intensive step. Based on the results
above and the evidence in Section 4.1 that TESS finds more time windows than necessary, it
would be worth taking more time on this step to prune out unnecessary time windows. The
other 8% of TESS’s running time is predominantly spent preparing frame images for the
OCR engine (1.9%), finding each word’s color (1.4%), and making visualizations (1.4%).
Aggregating actions across time windows and finding the document in the corpus to use in
the correction step are the fastest parts of TESS’s pipeline.
The version of TESS timed for this test resized each frame image to make them easier
for the OCR engine to read. To detect colors in each frame it used the thresholding method
of partitioning the text and background colors instead of the clustering method. As dis-
cussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.5.2, resizing frame images may not be a necessary step and
for some highlight color pairs, thresholding will not find the highlight colors while clus-
tering will. Based on the relative times it took to run thresholding and clustering for the
test described in Section 4.5.2, clustering takes is 16 times longer than thresholding. Thus
running TESS with clustering instead of thresholding would lengthen the runtime by 21%.
Getting rid of the image preparation step would decrease the runtime by 1.9%.
TESS’s running time is 3.4 times the length of the video it is analyzing on average. The
running time is based on the number of time windows found, so the screen recordings of
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more active users take longer to process. Fortunately the action aggregation and visualiza-
tion steps run quickly, so researchers who use the the interactive editor to fix errors do not
have to wait long for each iteration step. TESS is slower than real time, but much faster
than humans performing the same tasks as demonstrated in Section 4.1.
4.9 Evaluation Summary
The evaluation tests described in this chapter demonstrate that TESS can track micro
text movements and interactions, works with all digital reading environments, and process
large data sets faster than human coders. Based on the above experiments, TESS examines
twice as many frames in each video as necessary, but does not appear to miss transitions
that are consistently noticed by human reviewers. The initial results from OCR engine have
several errors, but most of these are fixed during the correction step. The remaining errors
all occurred near the edge of the frame or in text that which has difficult colors for the OCR
engine, suggesting the interactive editor can do more to highlight areas where errors are
most likely to occur. Our experiment on TESS’s document matching step shows that TESS
can be used in studies with a fairly large stimuli corpora provided the researchers are willing
to copy all the text to text files and ensure line breaks are in the proper places. TESS’s
highlight detection also works well in most cases. The cases where highlight detection
failed all involved more than two colors being present in the area that a word was displayed.
It may be possible to fix these errors by clustering the pixels into three groups instead of
two.
The importance of accuracy will not be the same for all reading experiments. For
researchers examining highlighting behaviors, it is important that words are correctly iden-
tified when they change color, but if words are incorrectly identified in other places, it may
not affect the study. In these cases, human reviewers can double check TESS’s results
for transitions in which words change colors without reviewing the entire recorded video.
Similarly, in a study that uses eye tracking, the words that matter are the ones that the par-
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ticipant looked at. Human coders can be asked to double check words that were looked at
according to the eye tracking data without needing to review the entire output. In studies
of navigation behavior, it is not necessary that all words be identified correctly to detect if
the user scrolled or changed the document being viewed.
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Chapter 5
Reading Experiments that use TESS
This chapter presents two case studies of using TESS for educational reading research.
These studies demonstrate that TESS is useful and present a holistic evaluation. The ex-
periments presented here are not meant to represent all types of studies that TESS might
be used for. TESS can monitor a lot of actions, but analyzing those actions and contextu-
alizing them in the existing literature takes time. The studies presented in this chapter both
analyze a single data set collected in the spring of 2017. The first study examines scrolling
behavior as it relates to learner comprehension and the second explores how participants
used zooming.
Both studies use a dataset collected by Amanda Goodwin and her research staff in three
middle schools around Nashville, TN. I used TESS to turn the collected videos into CSV
files as described in Section 3.5.2. For the scrolling study, these CSV files were analyzed by
Sun-Joo Cho who is a faculty member in statistics. The zooming study uses less complex
models, and for this study I analyzed the CSV files myself. More detailed information
about the dataset collected by Dr. Goodwin is presented in Appendix A. The scrolling
study has been published in the International Conference on Learning Studies [33].
The goal in building TESS is to create a tool that helps reading researchers quantify
their data. Specifically, this tool should be easy to setup with any stimuli, track text move-
ments and interactions, and scale for larger studies. The studies presented here demonstrate
that TESS fulfills these sub-goals and provides value in reading research holistically. These
studies show that TESS not only allows researchers to analyze their data in ways not pos-
sible without it but also that TESS enables researchers to get more out of each data set they
collect and re-analyze previously collected data in new ways. They also illustrate how re-
searchers can work around TESS’s limitations by concentrating on line level statistics and
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studying reading environments that TESS finds easier to analyze. Other plans for analyzing
the data set used in the scrolling and zooming experiments presented here are discussed in
Section 5.3.
5.1 Scrolling
In the digital era, it is important to understand how design choices in digital reading
environments affect comprehension. This study examines how scrolling, the most popular
method of reading long text passages on digital devices, correlates with comprehension.
Previous research has found some evidence suggesting that scrolling is worse for compre-
hension than paging. Research comparing reading on paper to reading on digital devices
found that there is no significant difference when the stimuli fits on one screen, but students
do worse on digital devices when the stimuli takes up more than one screen [107, 193].
Other research suggests comprehension is better for digital readers using a paging interface
than those using a scrolling interface [167, 185]. These findings are in line with research
that shows readers use spatial markers to remember what they have read [16, 181, 209].
When these spatial markers move, as happens while scrolling, readers cannot remember
what they read as well, or find previously read passages as quickly.
This study is the first to examine how scrolling frequency is linked to comprehension.
If scrolling hurts comprehension, then learners who scroll frequently while reading should
perform worse on an open book quiz than those who move the text less often. For this
study, researchers recorded the screens of 381 5th to 8th graders in the United States while
they read a passage on a laptop and then took an open book test. Scrolling was measured
by TESS. If the text moved by more than 4 pixels between two frames, that transition was
counted as a scroll. This study found that students who had no preference between digital
and paper reading performed worse when they scrolled frequently, but scrolling had no
effect on the learning of other students.
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5.1.1 Background
In the most recent synthesis of comparisons between digital and paper reading, Singer
and Alexander [193] conducted a survey of 15 studies occurring between 2001 and 2017
that compared digital and paper reading for texts of different lengths. Seven of these stud-
ies used a stimulus which was 500 words or more, and eight used a text which was under
500 words for their stimulus. The eight studies which used shorter texts either noted there
was no difference in comprehension between digital and paper reading, or found that dig-
ital reading was better for comprehension. In contrast, six of the seven papers which used
longer texts found that students comprehended better in the paper condition. The one ex-
ception exclusively studied second language learners and noted that the dictionary lookup
functionality in the digital condition was popular. Singer and Alexander hypothesized that
the reason digital readers consistently did worse than paper readers on comprehension tests
for long passages but not short passages is that the most popular method of navigating long
text on the computer screen, scrolling, negatively affects reading comprehension. This hy-
pothesis is supported by a 1997 study by Piolat et al. that compared scrolling and paging
as methods of interacting with digital text. That study found that the summaries written
by undergraduates who paged through a digital document were more coherent than those
assigned to navigate the same document with scrolling [167]. Part of these results may be
explained by the poor user experience of scrolling in many applications in 1997. A study of
10 computer scientists in 1997 found that scrolling mechanisms were very slow and users
reported being annoyed that to scroll they had to click on a small scroll bar and that the
display did not refresh fast enough to show them their position while they were scrolling
[156].
More recent studies suggest there are some negative effects from scrolling, but they
are not as strong as those Piolat et al. found in 1997. In 2007, a study of Swedish par-
ticipants found that those who had to use a mouse pointer to scroll while reading reported
more stress and mental fatigue than those who had to use the keyboard arrows to page
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through the document [208]. However, there was no difference in how those who navi-
gated by scrolling and those who navigated by paging performed on comprehension exams
after reading. In 2009, a study of American undergraduates found that among students who
were either less familiar with the subject matter of the stimuli or less familiar with reading
webpages, comprehension test scores were higher if they clicked through digital pages than
if they scrolled while reading [185]. For students familiar with the stimuli or familiar with
reading webpages, there was no difference between navigating by scrolling and navigating
by paging. A 2011 study of Polish adults found that participants who paged through para-
graphs and those who scrolled through the document performed equally in a recall test, but
those assigned to the scrolling condition took longer to read the document [113].
Together these studies suggest the impact of scrolling on reading processes and compre-
hension may be decreasing as the user experience improves and familiarity with scrolling
increases. The question explored in this study is whether scrolling in today’s digital age
would impact reading or whether perhaps familiarity with this process has reached a point
where it no longer influences comprehension and memory. Additionally, each of the stud-
ies above compared the occurrence of scrolling to a different behavior (i.e., page turning
or clicking through pages). This assumes all scrolling behaviors are similar and have a
similar impact on reading. Because readers vary in how they scroll, this study examines
the quantity and directionality of scrolling as it relates to comprehension.
One of the reasons scrolling may affect reading, is that semantic memory of text is
linked to spatial memory. This was discovered by studies like Rothkopf’s 1971 experiment,
which found that substantive memory of sub-passages in a document was directly related
to incidental information about the spatial location of the sub-passage (i.e. which page
it was on) [181]. More recent studies report similar findings, suggesting the arrival of
digital age has not changed readers’ reliance on spatial mapping of content. A study of
French speakers in 1994 found that after reading a sentence on a computer, subjects could
accurately point to where on the screen each word in the sentence had been displayed [16].
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In 2007, Wegner and Inhoff used an eye tracker during a reading session [209]. They asked
readers to look at words they had just read and found that subjects’ eyes immediately found
the words on the screen without needing to re-read the passage. These experiments suggest
that without the support of spatial mapping, the cognitive load on readers is increased.
Since text in a scrolled document doesn’t have a fixed position like text on a page, readers
who scroll more may perform worse on comprehension tests because they are forced to
remember content rather than map content. In contrast, readers who scroll fewer times, like
those who only scroll when they must access additional text, may have a lighter cognitive
load because they may still be able to map content onto space.
The question remains, though, as to whether readers’ increased familiarity and quantity
of digital reading experiences have changed how they spatially map content in digital text.
For example, a digital reader may have developed compensatory strategies for dealing with
the fluid nature of digital texts. Accustomed to scrolling, a reader may map content onto
other content, which also moves, like an image or heading providing a constant location
in relation to the other content in the text even as scrolling occurs. This may provide a
similar decrease in cognitive load as mapping content on space within a physical page.
Additionally, it may mitigate the negative impacts of scrolling found in earlier studies of
digital reading.
All this assumes, though, increased familiarity with digital reading behaviors like scrolling,
which have gained a lot of popularity since the late 90s. A study of 15 German university
students in 2010 found that most participants preferred to read a small area of the screen
and scroll the text they were reading into that area to reading the whole screen and then
scrolling to the text [38]. When questioned about their web reading behavior, experienced
users have reported that they use scrolling to move distracting ads off their screen while
reading webpages [90]. Perhaps the best proof that user interfaces for digital text are im-
proving and gaining popularity is that more users are opting to read long forms of text on
digital devices instead of printing them compared to readers from a decade ago [70].
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The goal of this study is to investigate scrolling in today’s digital era. This is done
by examining the variability of scrolling behaviors and whether scrolling impacts reading
comprehension or is an equivalent form of navigation. If scrolling creates more of a cogni-
tive load, then learners who scroll more should perform worse on comprehension and recall
tests than learners who scroll the text a whole screen’s worth only when they must.
There have been a few studies which counted the number of times a participant scrolled,
but none have been conducted on the scale described here and none have tied the total
amount of scrolling to performance. For example, in 2001, six American academics were
recorded searching through 561 documents to find which contained relevant information
for a search query [105]. Researchers recorded how often users scrolled in each document
by recording the number of times they clicked on the scroll bar. They found that there was
no difference between the number of times users scrolled when viewing relevant documents
and the number of times they scrolled while viewing irrelevant documents. In 2016, Freund
et al. recorded the screens of 41 Canadian participants and counted the number of times
they scrolled to the bottom to check the length of the article they were reading [70]. Readers
checked the length of the document they were reading more often when the stimulus was
a typical webpage with distracting advertisements and pictures than when it was stripped
of extraneous content. This suggests scrolling behaviors differ, but does not link such
behaviors to comprehension, which is the goal of the current study.
5.1.2 Method
The screens of middle schoolers were recorded while they read a website. A more
complete description of this dataset is presented in Appendix A. TESS used these screen
recordings to calculate when students scrolled scrolled. Once scrolling was calculated for
all participants, it was linked to comprehension using a statistical model which took other
factors such as prior knowledge into account. I ran TESS on the screen recordings and then
gave a CSV describing scrolling behavior for each participant to Sun-Joo Cho who was
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responsible for building the statistical model.
The participants were 381 fifth to eighth graders (N=87 fifth graders, 78 sixth graders,
83 seventh graders, and 132 eighth graders) who were learning in the classrooms of 11
teachers across 3 schools in Nashville. Eighth graders were over-sampled because the
stimulus was a passage designed for 8th graders by NAEP (the National Assessment of
Educational Progress). Demographic data was collected for 369 of the participants from
the school board. Two hundred and nine (56%) of the students were female. 165 were
White, 157 were Black, 34 were Hispanic, 12 were Asian and 1 was an American Indian.
According to the 2010 census, this sample had about 12% more Blacks and less Whites than
Nashville’s distribution, but otherwise matched city-wide demographics. There were 87
students noted as economically disadvantaged and 66 spoke a language other than English
at home.
All students did a mix of digital and paper reading as part of their regular classwork
according to their teachers, though no classroom used one-to-one digital devices in class.
All digital reading was recorded by iMotions [98]. The recording contained an estimate of
where the participant was looking aligned with the digital content being viewed, but only
the screen recording with processing from TESS was used for this study.
For the content, an NAEP passage [178] was divided into two parts with the dividing
point chosen due to the natural end of a section. Therefore, the first part had 434 words
and the second part had 674 words. Each participant read one part on paper and one part
on a laptop with the order of the reading randomly assigned. Students were interviewed
individually in a quiet classroom in their school. Student familiarity with the topic and
preferences regarding digital and paper reading tools were measured using a pre-test. After
reading both sections, participants took an open book post-test in which most of the ques-
tions referred to specific sentences or paragraphs in the stimuli. For a complete description
of the data collection process and a list of the questions on the pre- and post- tests, see the
Appendix.
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When students started the digital reading, the researcher showed them how to use the
highlighting, dictionary lookup and touch screen tools which were available in the digital
environment. These tools change between devices and platforms, making it unlikely all
students were already familiar with the tools, though their mechanisms were the same as
similar tools found in PDF viewers.
Scrolling was calculated by TESS using the process described in Section 3.4.1. Due to
noise in an image, the OCR engine doesn’t always put bounding boxes in exactly the same
place, so a transition only counted as a scroll if the bounding boxes moved vertically by at
least four pixels. A test of the accuracy of this process is presented in Section 4.6.1. TESS
was able to calculate scrolling metrics for all but three of the students. The screen capture
program crashed for two of the students, and the OCR engine could not identify the text for
one student because they highlighted the entire text dark blue. The scrolling evaluation test
described in Section 4.6.1 shows that TESS’s scrolling detection for black text on a white
background is reliable, so TESS’s results were used with confidence. Both of the passages
used for this study were too long to fit on a single screen, so all participants had to scroll
down to see the full content.
This study used three scrolling statistics for each participant:
• Total number transitions in which the participant scrolled
• Number of up scrolls
• Number of down scrolls
The latter two statistics were used to check whether scrolling up to possibly review the
document had a different relationship with comprehension than scrolling down. One hun-
dred and forty-one students (37%) never scrolled up after the experimenter showed them
how to scroll and 241 (64%) had less than five frame transitions in which they scrolled up.
For perspective, the medium number of frame transitions in which a student scrolled down
after the instructor gave them control of the computer was 14. This meant that for most
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participants, the number of transitions in which they scrolled down and the total number in
which they scrolled ended up either being the same or very close.
Since the laptop used to display the text was a touch screen, a lot of participants opted
to zoom in to see the text or picture better (109 of the 378 students TESS extracted data
for zoomed in at least once). Due to the sensitivity in multiple directions of touch screen
interface, it was very easy for students to accidentally scroll while zooming. For this reason,
if the zoom level before and after a transition was not the same, that transition was not
counted as a scroll even if the text moved vertically.
Scrolling was linked to post-test results (i.e., comprehension) using generalized linear
mixed models. Each model was fit using the Laplace approximation for maximum likeli-
hood. The model took pre-test scores, grade level, section read digitally, reading modality
preferences and ethnicity into account as covariates. I was responsible for running TESS
and Sun-Joo Cho used TESS’s output to build the model. In addition to directly testing
whether the number of times a subject scrolled had a relationship with comprehension, the
model considered the effects of holding these variables constant. There were eight students
who did not have a complete post-test and therefore had to be left out of the model. With the
three students whose video recordings could not be processed, the final model was limited
to 370 participants.
5.1.3 Results
Among students who had no preference between reading digitally versus on paper, there
was a significant negative relationship between scrolling down and comprehension, control-
ling for the other covariates in the model. This group represented 39% of the subjects and
was larger than either the set of students who said they preferred reading on paper (24%)
or the set who said they preferred to read on digital devices (37%). The students without
a preference between digital and paper were disproportionately likely to be non-white, but
otherwise seemed demographically equivalent to the rest of the class. The analysis did not
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find any other relationships between scrolling and comprehension.
There was no relationship between scrolling and pre-test scores, reading aptitude or
ethnicity. The frequency with which students scrolled roughly corresponded to how much
they liked digital environments. Students who preferred reading on digital devices scrolled
more than their peers, followed by students who liked both digital and paper reading.
On average, students who scrolled through the shorter section had 27.5 transitions in
which they scrolled and students scrolling through the longer passage had 42.7. It seems
that about 11 transitions per student are due to the researcher showing them how to scroll
at the beginning of the session. If scrolls in the first minute are excluded, the average drops
to 16.9 for the shorter section and 31.6 for the longer section. There was a wide range of
scrolling behaviors in both conditions. The standard deviation was 19.6 timeframes for the
short passage and 29.1 timeframes for the longer passage, with very long tails to the right
in both cases.
The amount of time a student spent reading the digital text was positively correlated to
how much they scrolled. This correlation was not so strong as to suggest scrolling is be
an approximation of time, nor did dividing the number of times a person scrolled by the
time they spent reading produce different results. On average students scrolled once every
14 seconds, but most scrolled more often than that (the median was a scroll every 10.5
seconds).
There was a correlation between the number of times a student scrolled up and the num-
ber of times they scrolled down. This relationship is shown in Figure 5.1. This relationship
persists even if the cutoff for a ‘scroll’ is increased to 10 pixels.
5.1.4 Discussion
Preferring text to be available in both paper and digital editions is not unusual among
adults. A survey of New Zealand college students found that 49.7% preferred that their
textbooks be available in both print and online [202]. However, many of the reasons cited
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Figure 5.1: Number of upward scrolls plotted against number of downward scrolls.
by adults for preferring materials in two formats such as reading the digital one on the train
and the paper one at home and saving money by reading mostly online and printing critical
passages do not apply to middle schoolers. This suggests that the two fifths of subjects
who did not have a preference between digital and print reading may have not had a chance
to develop a preference due to not getting as much exposure to each environment as their
peers.
If this conjecture is correct, then it would mean these results line up with Sanchez
and Wiley’s [185] and support the hypothesis that negative effects from scrolling go away
as students get more experience scrolling. It is notable that among this population, only
down scrolling had a negative relationship with comprehension, not scrolling up. This
supports the spatial hypothesis as an explanation of why scrolling is bad for some students.
Frequently scrolling down allows the reader to only read the top line of the screen and thus
erase spatial ques such as position on the screen which might have helped their memory.
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Scrolling up indicates that a learner took the opportunity to review or checked the length of
the text, neither of which would impact their spatial memory.
One way of adding spatial cues while reading from a screen is to move text by a page
at a time so that the spatial cues of the screen are re-introduced. Another method would be
to train readers to use other spatial markers like text headings and pictures to orient the text
they are currently reading in a space which is not dependent on the current placement of the
screen. It is notable that learners who prefer to read from paper scroll less than their peers,
suggesting they are employing the first strategy and learners who prefer to read digitally
scroll more than their peers, suggesting they are using the latter strategy. Learners without
a preference may still be using the screen position to remember what they have read but not
adapting their scrolling behavior accordingly. Thus, in this group, those who scroll more
are not comprehending the text as well. Training these learners to either scroll less often or
pick up on spatial cues like headers and pictures might improve their comprehension.
Historians of printed books have noted that the modern method of reading printed
books is only a few centuries old. Sixteenth century English bibles were littered with
indices and concordance lists which encouraged discontinuous reading much like the links
on Wikipedia sites today [90]. Annotations and diaries from the era confirm that many
readers did take a discontinuous approach to reading their Bibles. In the intervening cen-
turies, long form printed text meant to be read from beginning to end has become popular
and methods of reading it efficiently have been developed. As more educational tools move
online, it becomes more necessary to train students in practices which will help their digital
literacy, which may not be the same as the best practices for reading on paper. This may
include introducing them to alternative navigation techniques or different ways of viewing
space.
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5.2 Zooming
Zooming is an action that enlarges or shrinks objects on a screen. This action has existed
as a method of interacting with some computers at least since the 1980s [14], but it was not
until the popularization of devices with small displays and interactive touch screens that
researchers noticed enough users zooming to make it a popular area of study [84, 85, 218].
Zooming is still less common than actions like scrolling [82, 84], but researchers have
found that it is a strong indication of user interest in studies of web search [4, 124, 137].
This study explores zooming behaviors among middle school readers using a touch
screen laptop and how these behaviors correlated with student demographics and learning
outcomes. Subjects were asked to read a short passage on a touchscreen laptop at or above
their grade level and then complete an open book test on what they read. Each subject was
shown how they could zoom the text using the touch screen before they started reading.
5.2.1 Background
Mobile devices popularized zooming by forcing users to use zooming in order to view
content that was not designed for the device’s screen size. Some webpages which were
built to be viewed on desktops are difficult to read on mobile devices without zooming in
[124]. Even if a webpage is designed with mobile devices in mind, the difference in font
size between languages can lead to the font being too small to see in translations of the
content, forcing readers of the translated content to zoom in [152].
The increased use of zooming has also standardized how users zoom. In a 2014 study,
Avery et al. discuss some of the issues with zooming via ‘pinching’ such as users acci-
dentally panning the page while zooming and frequently needing to zoom out and back
in to navigate [14]. Other researchers have suggested alternative methods of zooming that
do not have these short comings, but in 2014, Avery et al. concluded that ‘pinching’ had
become so ubiquitous that it made more sense to improve how devices computed pinching
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actions than to introduce a new method. Other researchers came to similar conclusions
after a video of a young girl ‘pinching’ and ‘swiping’ the pages of a magazine titled ‘A
Magazine Is an iPad That Does Not Work’ went viral in late 2011 [101].
Even though zooming is becoming more common as touch screens and touch pads
become ubiquitous, it is still rare compared to other actions like scrolling [82, 84]. Research
on how zooming is used by readers is limited since studies which examine zooming must
contain large enough samples to account for the fact that most readers will not zoom.
Experiments that measure zooming during information retrieval tasks have found that
zooming is correlated with user interest in the part of the page being zoomed. Agichtein
et al. found that they could predict searcher satisfaction with 80% accuracy using scrolling
and zooming behaviors [4]. A study by Guo et al. examined replays of users zooming and
calculated the correlation between zooming and content relevance. They found that users
appeared to be reading the text carefully when they zoomed, but there was no significant
relationship between zooming and content relevance [82]. A 2016 study by Lin et al. found
that zooming was a strong indicator of interest among readers examining hotel reviews on
mobile devices [137].
Zooming can also be used to make text easier to read. A study by Beymer et al. found
that readers fixate longer on text that is a smaller font size [26], suggesting smaller fonts
are more difficult to read. A 2011 study by Bababekova et al. found that readers using
mobile devices tend to hold the devices closer to their faces than they hold text with the
same font size when printed on paper [15]. The authors suggest that digital reading envi-
ronments should default to larger font sizes, since holding back-lit displays close to an eye
can damage vision in the long term.
5.2.2 Method
A group of 373 fifth to eighth graders (N=86 fifth graders, 77 sixth graders, 83 seventh
graders, and 127 eighth graders) read an article about the passage of the 19th amendment.
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The article was a passage designed by the NAEP for an 8th grade reading level [178]. Eighth
graders were over-sampled for this reason. Each student read half the article on paper and
half on a touchscreen laptop. During the digital reading, the screen of each student was
recorded as they read and TESS used these screen recordings to measure zooming behavior.
Each students was interviewed individually in a quiet classroom in their school. Student
familiarity with the topic and preferences regarding digital and paper reading tools were
measured using a pre-test. After reading both sections, participants took an open book
post-test in which most of the questions referred to specific sentences or paragraphs in the
stimuli.
When students started the digital reading, the researcher showed them how to zoom
and scroll on the touchscreen laptop. The researcher also demonstrated highlighting and
dictionary tools that were available in the digital reading environment.
TESS was used to calculate zooming behavior. The zoom level for each frame was
quantitatively defined as:
1− height o f the current f rame
height o f the f irst f rame
The first frame is the first frame in which the student had control after the researcher
demonstrated the tools. Students who did not zoom had a zoom level near throughout the
session. Due to noise in TESS’s measurements, no student had an entire session in which
zooming never rose above 0. The margins in the digital reading environment were large
enough that students could zoom in to 40% and still fit the entire width of each line on the
screen.
For each student, a ‘maximum zoom level’ was calculated by finding the largest zoom
level that the student stayed at or above for at least a second cumulatively. Some students
had very brief zoom ‘spikes’ which were caused either by the student playing with the
screen or measurement errors by TESS. To prevent spikes that were too short for a mean-
ingful interaction from influencing the results, zooms that lasted less than 5 seconds were
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filtered out. The larges ‘maximum zoom level’ observed in any student’s session was 52%.
Students were counted as having ‘zoomed in’ while reading if their maximum zoom
level was at least 10%. This study examined demographic and learning outcome differences
between the students who zoomed and those that did not. Per line zooming behavior was
also computed, and students who zoomed into the lines that answered a question were
compared to students who zoomed while reading the same section of the article but did not
zoom into the relevant lines.
5.2.3 Results
Overall, 89.5% of students did not zoom in. Zooming was more common among stu-
dents reading the second half of the article which had 1.5 times as many lines as the first
half. Of the students who read the first half of the article digitally, only 8.6% zoomed in at
least 10% while 14.5% zoomed in while reading the second half. There were no significant
demographic differences between zoomers and non-zoomers.
On the post test, zoomers did worse than non-zoomers. They were significantly more
likely to get questions wrong at the end of the post-test, particularly if they read the section
that answered those questions on paper. This second section was longer and contained just
over half the answers for the questions on the post test. Students who read the second
section digitally also did worse on the post test if they zoomed than if they did not, but to a
lesser extent than students who read the second section on paper and thus could only zoom
by holding the paper closer to their face. The difference in performance based on zooming
is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
An analysis of which lines students zoomed into found that zooming was more popular
for lines in the middle and end of the documents than lines at the beginning. Students
reading the first section tended to stay zoomed in leading to more zooms at the end of the
document. Some students reading the second section also maintained a zoom level after
a few lines, but using zooming to enlarge the image in the middle of the document was
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Figure 5.2: The percentage of students who got questions related to the second section
correct based on whether they zoomed in at least 10% while reading the first section. The
differences are statistically significant for questions 11, 13, 14, and 15.
also popular among students reading the second section. This behavior lead to spikes in
zooming around the middle of the document, particularly for zoom levels above 10%. The
amount that students zoomed in is shown in Figure 5.3.
Most of the questions in the post test referred to particular lines in the article. A com-
parison of student performance on those questions based on whether they zoomed into the
relevant lines in the article found that students whose zooms included the relevant lines
did significantly better on some questions, but did not always outperform students who
zoomed into other parts of the article. When the threshold for a zoom to count was raised
from 10% to 20, 30 or 40%, the relationship between zoom into a line and answering the
related questions on the post test correctly increased, but continued to be insignificant for
most questions.
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Figure 5.3: Number of students who zoomed in various amounts while reading the first and
second section of the article.
5.2.4 Discussion
The results suggest that most students in this study who zoomed in did so to enlarge
the text and make it easier to read. Most students who zoomed in do not appear to have
paid special attention to the lines they were zooming into since there was no consistent
relationship between zooming into a line and answering the related question correctly. The
fact that students who zoomed while reading the first section did worse on the questions
about the second section suggests that these students find it difficult to read small text.
Zooming allows these students to enlarge the text to a size that is comfortable for them.
There was a spike in zooming around the image in the second section but no spike for
the images in the first section. The images in the first section display the heads of two
suffragettes while the image in the second section shows a group of women carrying a
banner. The text on the banner was about half the height of the text in the rest of the article.
Thus, students who wanted to read the banner may have done so by zooming in. This
suggests that even zooming around images may be explained by text size, which would be
in line with the observations on zooming around text.
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Some authors have suggested that users may compensate for small text sizes by moving
their face closer to the screen rather than zooming [15]. Whether students are moving their
faces closer to a screen can be measured with an accurate eye tracker using the distance
between a participant’s pupils to compute their distance from the screen. Eye tracking data
was gathered for this study, but data contained too much noise to use. In future work, eye
tracking data can be paired with TESS’s output to measure how participants mix zooming
and leaning while reading.
This experiment found evidence that among middle school student readers, zooming
indicates that the reader may need glasses rather than an interest in an area of the text,
which was found to be a motivation for zooming among readers performing information
retrieval tasks [4, 82, 137]. This suggests zooming motivation is task dependent. Further
research is needed to discover whether the age of readers plays a role in why they choose
to zoom.
5.3 Experiments Summary
The experiments described above show that TESS can be used in real world reading
experiments to test hypotheses and analyze reading experiment data in new ways. These
experiments concentrate on parts of TESS’s output that are particularly reliable, but the
researchers who collected this data set are interested in using TESS to analyze more of the
data set. This data set also contains eye tracking, emotional response, mouse movement
and key press log data. As discussed in Section 2.1.5, there is ample evidence that these
data sources contain interesting information and are worth analyzing, but working with
multiple data sources takes longer since the amount of data is larger.
TESS’s document matching was also found to be a reliable output, as explained in Sec-
tion 4.3. The data set analyzed in this chapter contains several videos of participants reading
from one of two articles and then answering a series of questions which are displayed in a
paging environment. The experiments on scrolling and zooming concentrate on the reading
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portion of each video, and as a result make very little use of TESS’s document detection
capabilities. In future work, the post test section of each video can be analyzed by using
document matching to measure how long each participant spent on each question’s page.
The post test was open book, so the amount of time participants spent on each question is
indicative of how quickly they can recall the location of a passage or the information they
read.
The accuracy of TESS’s highlight detection varies according to the color of the high-
lights as demonstrated in Section 4.5. Participants in this data set were able to select text
and save highlights while they read. The text selections were white text on a dark blue
background and the highlights were black on yellow. The regular text color was black on
white. Based on the results of Section 4.5.3, TESS’s output for the regular text color and
highlight color are reliable, but selected words are mislabeled in about 4% of cases. For-
tunately, most text selections include more than one word, so even if some of the text is
mislabeled, TESS can estimate when the phrase that eventually became a highlight was
first selected.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, it has been hypothesized that students learn more from
notes if they take longer to make them. This hypothesis can be tested by analyzing what
was highlighted and how long participants took to turn selected text into a highlight. Using
TESS, researchers can calculate the time participants took to select text and save it as a
highlight in the data set used by the studies in this chapter. They can then compare those
measurements to participants’ performance on test questions related to the highlighted sec-
tion. Early analysis of this data set has found that there is a positive relationship between
making highlights in the digital reading environment and post test scores. It was easier
for participants to make highlights in the paper environment, and there is no relationship
between highlights made on paper and post test scores.
TESS enables reading researchers to analyze collected data in ways not previously
possible. The experiments in this chapter demonstrate that TESS’s analysis is useful for
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understanding how readers approach educational texts and the effects of various reading
approaches. This information can be used to design better digital reading environments
which will help readers get the most out of the books of the future. These results can also
be used to find the behaviors most associated with positive and negative reading outcomes,
which designers can use to build integrated tracking tools that guide learners towards better
reading strategies. The experiments in this chapter work with a dataset of middle school
readers, but there is no reason TESS could not be used to study datasets of other demo-
graphics. In future work it would be interesting to compare the studies presented here to
similar studies on other age groups.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
TESS is a tool for tracking participants in digital reading experiments. Chapters 4 and 5
describe modular and holistic evaluations of TESS’s accuracy and usefulness. This chapter
reviews the results of these evaluations and their implications for reading researchers who
wish to use TESS. The goal in building TESS is to create a tool that:
• Is easy to setup with any stimuli
• Tracks text movements and interactions
• Scales for studies with more than 20 participants
Existing tools do not fulfill these goals, as explained in Section 2.2. The integrated
tools that are popular in knowledge retrieval studies will not work with all stimuli software.
Other video analysis tools don’t track text positions, and human coders can only be used
in small scale studies. TESS accomplishes all three goals by breaking screen recordings of
reading experiments into still images, analyzing the text positions and colors in those still
images and aggregating this analysis into ‘micro’ actions that are performed in less than a
second. These ‘micro’ actions include scrolling and changing the color of a word. They
can be aggregated into ‘macro’ actions via computational rules or by having human coders
label visualizations in the case of more subjective ‘macro’ actions.
This chapter discusses the evidence of TESS’s accuracy and usefulness presented in
Chapters 4 and 5. The focus of this discussion is on identifying the circumstances when
TESS is most and least reliable, and what this says about the kinds of studies TESS can
be used for. Overall the findings show that TESS’s results are accurate and precise when
analyzing black text on a white background, and that its output is less accurate, but still
potentially useful when less distinct colors are used.
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6.1 Accuracy
Chapter 4 describes a set of tests that measure how trustworthy TESS’s outputs are. The
results of these tests show that TESS works better under some conditions than others, and
that it is more accurate for some statistics than others. This section discusses the results of
these tests and their implications for researchers using TESS.
The video segmentation test described in Section 4.1 shows that TESS segments the
video about twice as often as it needs to. This is better than segmenting the video less
than necessary, since that would result in actions going missing. However, making extra
segments does slow the program down, so an optimal solution would eliminate these extra
cuts.
The difference in the time it takes human coders and TESS to find transitions in a video
clip shows that computational tools are much faster for coding micro actions than human
coders. Any study that wishes to examine the micro actions of more than one or two readers
would benefit tremendously from using computational tools for at least part of the process.
While existing computational tools, including TESS are not perfect, using human coders
for tasks like video segmentation would be prohibitively time intensive for many reading
studies.
The image preparation test in Section 4.2 found that preparing images so they are easier
for the OCR engine to work with lowers the error rate before correction, but this improve-
ment does not always result in better outcomes after correction. This experiment can be
seen as a proxy for the value of improving the OCR engine used. The word error rate be-
fore correction was brought down more than 24% on each frame, but that did not result in
an improvement after the correction step. This shows that TESS can achieve good results
even when the OCR results are subpar and the best way to improve TESS may not be using
a better OCR engine.
TESS’s document matching step works well even when the corpus of possible docu-
ments is large and contains similar documents, as shown in the evaluation test described in
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Section 4.3. The experiments discussed in Chapter 5 all required knowing the location of
words at least to the line level. However, as described in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.6, there is
interest within the research community in how users jump between documents. The fact
that TESS’s document level detection works well, suggests that TESS would be useful for
many studies in this domain.
The evaluation test in Section 4.4 examines both TESS’s line matching and word match-
ing steps. The results indicate that the most common error during these steps is lines being
removed from the top and bottom of the frame because they did not pass the 60% edit dis-
tance threshold to be paired with a line in the correction file. This error is unlikely to affect
most reading studies, since readers are unlikely to spend much time looking at the lines at
the top and bottom of the frame, particularly when they are only partially visible.
The evaluation tests in Section 4.5 show that more problems arise when the text is
colored. Words highlighted certain colors are more likely to be mislabeled by TESS. High-
lighted words are important for a lot of experiments, both because highlighting indicates
reader interest [17, 213] and because users are likely to concentrate on highlighted words.
When possible, researchers can use highlighting colors like black text on a yellow back-
ground, which TESS was shown to work well for in Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.3. In future
work, it may be possible to improve TESS’s performance on difficult colors by reasoning
about word labels across frames, finding ways to recolor the image and thus improve the
OCR results, or improving the line and word correction algorithms.
While the evaluation tests in Section 4.5 reveal weaknesses in TESS’s ability to cor-
rectly assign text labels to words that are highlighted, they also show that TESS’s ability
to recognize the colors of words is fairly robust. Color detection failed when word blocks
detected by the OCR engine contained more than two colors. Even when words were de-
tected correctly, the color categorization step mixed up some color pairs, but most colors
were recognized correctly. Many of the color pairs that TESS struggled with the most are
also difficult or unpleasant for humans to read [28, 75, 83, 175]. Easy to read colors, like
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black text on a white background, white text on a dark blue background and black text on a
yellow background were recognized correctly in over 99.5% of cases, as shown in Section
4.5.3. Most reading environments use these easy to read highlighting colors which TESS
quickly and accurately be categorizes using the thresholding method for dividing colors.
In cases where a larger set of highlight colors is necessary, the clustering method is slower
but more accurate.
A version of TESS that can detect more than two colors in a word block would be useful
both for cases where the OCR engine fails to separate words properly and for studying how
often readers select parts of words. When gathering the middle school reading data set used
for the experiments in Section 5, researchers observed many students selecting the same
segment multiple times before turning it into a highlight because the first selection did not
start at the beginning of a word. If TESS could detect partial word highlights, it could be
used to detect how often readers edit their highlights after making partial highlights.
The action coding evaluation tests in Section 4.6 show that the error rate for aggregated
data does not always correspond to the error rate at the frame level. The screen position is
calculated by considering all detected line positions within each screen. The result is that
the aggregated scrolling data is very accurate, outside of a few small wiggles. As expected,
the frequency of scrolling events is inversely proportional to the length in pixels of each
scroll.
The comparison of aggregated highlighting reports in Section 4.6.2 found that frame
level errors are more likely to affect highlighting statistics than scrolling statistics. Since
highlighting causes more labeling than color detection errors, general statistics such as
‘the total number of words that were highlighted’ do not have as many errors as statistics
specific to a given word, such as ‘was the first word of the second paragraph highlighted’.
In the test described in Section 4.6.2, ‘the total number of words that were highlighted’ is
off by 2%, while 4% of the words marked highlighted are errors, 2% of the words that were
highlighted went undetected, and 17% of the words that were correctly marked highlighted
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were not labeled highlighted for the correct times.
In some cases, researchers are interested in discovering whether readers highlight spe-
cific words in the document and how long they left those words selected. At the moment,
TESS’s aggregated highlighting information has too many errors to precisely and accu-
rately answer these questions. However, TESS is useful for studies that require less preci-
sion. The highlight labels are usually accurate to within a line, so TESS can track whether
readers highlight short phrases more accurately than words. Studies that don’t focus on
specific parts of the text but instead look at how often readers make and delete highlights
are more likely to find that TESS is sufficiently accurate.
Section 4.7 tests the claim that TESS’s outputs can be used by human coders to code
more subjective ‘macro’ behaviors faster than watching the screen recordings. The coders
did not uniformly agree about the counts for any of the 5 actions either when viewing the
video representations of the two sessions or when viewing the visualizations, indicating
that the actions coding were indeed subjective. The average count for each action in each
representation was usually, within a standard deviation of the average count for the other
representation. Since this was an evaluation test, coders were not allowed to talk to each
other to reach a consensus regarding how actions should be counted. In a real-world study
such discussions are the norm, and coders rarely agree on definitions without any discussion
[22, 25]. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that in a real world study the agreement between
coders would be higher.
Coders were able to code the actions faster when viewing the visualization representa-
tion for both examples. Most coded the visualization shown last faster than the first visual-
ization shown, despite the fact that most counted more actions in the last visualization. This
supports the hypothesis that coding the visualizations gets easier and faster as coders be-
come more familiar with the visualizations. One of the recruited coders was unable to code
the visualizations because they could not understand the instructions. This was the only
recruited coder without a STEM background, which provides further evidence that there is
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a learning curve to understanding visualizations of TESS’s output, and this task is easier
for coders with a mathematical background. Based on these observations, researchers us-
ing visualizations of TESS’s output to code ‘macro’ actions may want their coders to have
input on the design of the visualizations used to minimize confusion.
The analysis in Section 4.8 demonstrates that to process a video of length x TESS’s
running time takes 3.4x on average, though the actual running time is based more on how
active the user is than the length of the video. This can be sped up somewhat for researchers
who have access to more computing resources since the most time intensive steps in TESS’s
pipeline (analyzing frames) can be done in parallel. TESS is slower than most integrated
tools which usually log information in real time, but much faster than human coders. Since
TESS is run after data has been collected in video format, it is not necessary that it run
quickly to be useful for reading experiments. Researchers often spend months collecting
and analyzing data. Once data is collected, TESS can be run on a lab computer while
researchers discuss which ‘macro’ actions to analyze.
These internal evaluation tests show that TESS works well for dark text on a light
background, and can handle common highlight colors like yellow. Its highlight detection
makes the most mistakes when the highlight color is similar to the color of the boarders and
menus, and its text detection makes errors when the background is dark. The document and
scrolling detection results are accurate and robust. For some studies (examples discussed
in Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and 2.1.6) these modules are enough to collect meaningful data.
Researchers that use all of TESS’s output can mitigate errors by using stimuli that TESS is
better at processing, or fix errors using the interactive editing tool.
6.2 Usefulness
The strongest evidence that TESS can help researchers is that it has been successfully
used to study real world reading behaviors. This evidence is shown in the experiments in
Chapter 5. These experiments are not intended to demonstrate the full breadth of studies
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that TESS can be used for. As discussed in Section 5.3, the researchers who collected
the data set used in Chapter 5 plan to use TESS to investigate highlighting and question
answering behaviors. As TESS is used on more data sets, it will hopefully be used in ways
its author has not dreamed of.
The scrolling experiment described in Section 5.1 uses TESS to study the affect of
scrolling on reading comprehension. The results show that using short-frequent scrolls has
a negative affect on comprehension for a subset of students who do not have a preference
between digital and paper reading environments, but doesn’t affect comprehension for the
majority of students in the study. Student familiarity with digital reading environments was
not measured, but since preferences are developed after exposure, it seems reasonable to
hypothesize that the students who did not have a preference may have been less familiar
with digital or paper reading environments, and thus less trained in how to scroll without
influencing comprehension. This result has implications for the scrolling hypothesis dis-
cussed in Section 2.1.2, and has been published at the international conference on learning
sciences [33].
Section 5.2 describes an exploratory study of zooming behavior among middle school
students. The study found that while most students don’t zoom, those that do have worse
test performance when answering questions based on what they read in a paper reading
environment. This indicates that many of the students who use zooming may be doing so to
compensate for short-sightedness. However, since participants who zoom into the parts of
the stimuli that answer questions on the post test do not consistently perform better on those
questions, it appears that students who use zooming may not be getting as much out of it as
they could. Further research is needed to confirm these hypotheses. If it is confirmed that
students are using zooming to compensate for short-sightedness, this would have several
practical applications. For instance teachers could teach students how to effectively use
zooming and students observed zooming frequently could have their eyesight tested.
One of TESS’s goals is to be easy to setup with any stimuli. Since the existing tools
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for computationally tracking text in reading environments are incompatible with many soft-
ware packages, TESS is easier to setup simply because it can be used at all. However, TESS
is harder to use than commercial research tools since it does not have a rigorously tested
interface. The amount of technical expertise varies between reading research labs, and labs
without any programmers on staff will find it difficult to work with TESS. Fortunately,
TESS runs on previously collected data, so labs that cannot afford to keep programmers
permanently on staff can hire programmers to analyze their data using TESS after data has
been collected. As mentioned in Section 2.1, tools are only adopted when the benefits they
provide outweighs the cost of learning how to use them. Hopefully a future version of
TESS will be easier to learn than the current one. For the moment, TESS uses its large
repertoire of functionality to attract new users.
The studies in Chapter 5 demonstrate that TESS is useful for reading experiments. The
tests in Chapter 4 found that despite the errors detected in Chapter 4, TESS’s output is
reliable and useful for studying current questions on how learners read. Hopefully TESS
will become more accurate with further development, but it is just as important to continue
exploring how reading research can be advanced with imperfect tools. Chapter 5 only
contains two studies, but Section 2.1 discusses many more areas where TESS’s output can
be applied. In all of these areas, it would be foolish to wait for a tool that never makes
mistakes.
6.3 Discussion Summary
The experiments in Chapter 4 show that TESS’s accuracy varies based on attributes of
the reading environment, but that it works well for many popular reading environments.
As discussed in Section 2.2, other computational tools for tracking the position of text in
a screen recording do not currently exist. TESS is an early prototype of this type of tool,
and has several limitations. A discussion of how TESS can be extended in future work
is presented in Chapter 7, the current version works best for studies of black text on light
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backgrounds. The experiments in Chapter 5 demonstrate that TESS’s outputs are useful in
practice.
As mentioned in Section 3.7, one of TESS’s strengths is its modular design. This allows
researchers to use parts the of TESS that are applicable to their studies and ignore parts that
aren’t. Both of the studies in Chapter 5 were carried out without color detection. As
mentioned in Section 5.3, the researchers that collected the data for Chapter 5 want to use
color detection in future work, but they were able to run studies on their data before using
the color detection step.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks and Future Plans
TESS is a tool that can be used with any screen recording, tracks text accurately for the
most common colors used in reading environments, and scales for studies with hundreds of
participants. It tracks text movements using video recordings from the participant’s point
of view. Since screen capture technology is widely available and easy to setup, TESS
opens fine grained tracking capabilities to many reading researchers who do not have the
resources for existing text tracking technology. Experiments comparing TESS to human
coders and other tools have demonstrated that it is reliable for high contrast English text. In
cases where TESS’s text labels are less reliable, statistics such as the number of highlighted
words and the amount of scrolling can still be collected.
There is ample evidence that human readers make heavy use of context, as indicated by
a number of studies. When reading a sentence that contains a couple letter transposition
errors, many readers will fail to notice the typos at all if the transposed letters are not at
the beginning or end of the word and occur close to each other in the correctly spelled
word [166]. Similarly, studies have shown that readers do not always notice missing letters
[187]. This is not to say that permuting words has no effect. A 2006 study of 30 university
students found that transposing internal letters in 40% of words in a sentence decreased
reading speed by 12%. Transposing letters at the end of words decreased reading speed by
26%, and transposing letters at the beginning of words decreased reading speed by 36%
[177]. Readers had high comprehension scores regardless of how many letter transposes
were in the text, but they had more eye fixations and each fixation lasted longer while
they were reading permuted text. The practice of relying more on context than letter order
appears to start early for human readers. In 2015, a study comparing elementary school
readers to adults found that both groups could understand words with their internal letters
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transposed [165].
Unfortunately, researchers are still unsure how human readers use context when read-
ing, and how computational readers can use and represent context is still an open question.
The solution used by OCR researchers has been to use probabilistic linguistic models in
post-processing [100]. These models are often difficult to build and don’t generalize to
other languages and contexts easily. It is often overlooked that in many situations much
more precise and easy to use information about the text may be available. TESS demon-
strates one method of using information about the stimuli to create stronger computational
readers. The text of a reading experiment and the highlight colors used are both easy to in-
put and don’t require extensive linguistic knowledge of the language being used. In future
work, researchers may find more ways to use contextual knowledge such as the locations
of links and the rules for changing highlight colors to improve optical text tracking systems
further.
TESS has several limitations. It does not detect multiple highlight colors within the
same word block, it requires researchers using it to enter the stimuli text with line breaks
that match the screen recordings (it does not work if the line breaks change during the
screen recording), and it does not have a graphical interface. Another limitation is TESS’s
running time which is about 3.4 times the length of the screen recordings it analyzes as
discussed in Section 4.8. For researchers with many hours of screen recordings to analyze,
this running time is annoyingly slow. Eliminating these limitations would enable more
researchers to use TESS.
Detection of multiple highlight colors within a word block could probably be accom-
plished by looking at character level bounding boxes. Many OCR engines start by identi-
fying characters rather than whole words [1, 194]. The character boundaries are often lost
during post-processing when language models are used to formulate words, but this infor-
mation could be encoded into the hOCR output. If letter boundaries were known, TESS
could use its current approach to find the highlight color for each letter rather than each
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word. Highlights don’t always fully cover a word, but letters are almost never partially
highlighted, and many digital reading environments don’t allow readers to partially select
letters.
Making a version of TESS that does not require the line breaks in the correction files
to match those in the screen recording would help researchers with large corpora. Such a
tool would have the same document matching step as TESS but would then move straight
to the word matching step. The difficult part in implementing this approach would be
maintaining TESS’s accuracy without the line matching step. It is possible that this could
be accomplished with a word matching algorithm that used a better edit distance, but a
more complex model of how words are displayed and covered by pop-ups might also be
necessary. Such a model would likely slow down the text correction step. Eliminating
consistent lines from the screen recordings would also affect how TESS calculates scrolling
and zooming. If participants are allowed to re-size the screen and change the locations of
line breaks, then the current method of measuring scrolling and zooming will not work.
TESS’s output would still contain information on word size and position, but scrolling and
zooming cannot be modeled as moving a viewing window around a static image if the line
breaks in the ‘image’ move around.
A version of TESS that does not use the study corpora at all might be useful in certain
circumstances. As discussed in Section 4.2, the word error rate after prepossessing is un-
der 10% even without correction. This error rate is problematic for researchers who are
precisely measuring gaze or highlights, but scrolling detection does not require all detected
words to be correct and many currently available eye trackers are only accurate at the para-
graph level [58]. Thus, a version of TESS that didn’t correct text labels would still be useful
in some studies. Assigning global ids to words that are consistent across frames would be
more difficult without correcting the text labels, so the action coding step described in
Section 3.4 would need to be rethought. Researchers who study knowledge retrieval in
software they do not control, such as those working in the library sciences [32, 77, 97],
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have difficulty collecting the corpus of documents used in their studies and might find a
version of TESS without text correction useful.
The current version of TESS does not have a graphical interface, is non-trivial to setup,
requires users to understand how to represent colors as numbers and how to match line
breaks to screen recordings. This limits the potential users of TESS to researchers who are
not put off by command line interfaces and lengthy installation commands. At the moment,
limiting the potential customers of TESS like this helps to ensure that those who do use it
will be able to understand that it is not always accurate. However, in future versions of
TESS, making a more user friendly interface will help make this tool commercially viable
and expand the potential impact. Other tools used by research communities have seen
dramatic increases in adoption after releasing graphical user interfaces [31]. Making TESS
faster would also make it more appealing adopted by a wider audience.
Several alternative methods of building a tool like TESS have been suggested by col-
leagues and reviewers. In some cases these have been helpful and became part of the design
described in Chapter 3. In other cases these suggestions turned out to be nonviable. Some
reviewers have suggested that scrolling could be tracked faster using optical flow. However,
optical flow algorithms rely on the assumption that each object in a frame is fairly unique,
particularly within the area it is displayed. This assumption does not hold for most images
of text, where multiple instances of a letter look the same and may be displayed next to
each other. It has also been suggested that the text labeling errors could be reduced by
recoloring each frame prior to running OCR. It may be possible to get more accurate labels
by re-running OCR after recoloring words detected on the first pass, but without breaking
the frame into areas where a single word is shown, it would be difficult to assign new col-
ors. Even after the original OCR results have been collected, recoloring word blocks that
contain more than two colors presents difficulties as discussed in Section 4.5.2.
A tool that combines TESS’s text tracking with algorithms like optical flow that track
the movement of images or 3D objects could enable researchers looking at video games to
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conduct studies similar to those presented in Chapter 5. Video games often contain a large
number of heterogeneous objects including 2D and 3D avatars, text, buttons and images.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, previous work has been done on tracking button presses
and other interactions common in graphical environments, but a general tool that can track
interactions with all of these objects is likely still a long way off.
There are interesting ways TESS could be extended unrelated to its limitations. For
large studies of ‘macro’ actions, a future version of TESS could train models of each ac-
tion based on detected ‘micro’ actions once human coders have labeled a few examples.
The number of training examples needed to build a model would vary based on the com-
plexity of the ‘macro’ actions. If there is evidence of general interest in certain ‘macro’
actions, models of those ‘macro’ actions could be trained on one dataset and shipped with
distributions of TESS.
In future work, TESS’s output could be used to generate more learning examples for
training an OCR engine. This would be particularly useful for less studied written lan-
guages that don’t currently have large OCR training data sets. TESS’s current design makes
it easy to change the OCR engine used, however a more integrated design with a OCR en-
gine that was updated based on TESS’s output might produce more accurate results. An
OCR engine that produced very accurate results could be used to detect the locations of
typed words. Typing is of interest to many of the educational reading researchers whom
TESS is aimed at, so this extension would be easy to market to the same community. Re-
searchers who use keystroke logging tools (which can be run at the operating system level
independently of text editing software) can use keystroke logs to correct OCR output for
each frame much the same way TESS uses text files. Such a system would be more com-
plicated that TESS since there are many keystrokes that don’t generate visible text and
some visible characters are made with multiple key-presses such as capital letters, Chinese
characters and letters with accents.
TESS was designed to improve studies in digital reading research. It does this by en-
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abling researchers to track text positions and colors in from any screen recording. Because
the input is screen recordings, TESS can be used with any digital reading software. Digital
reading environments are introducing new methods of interacting with text in all aspects
of student’s lives [126], but how to promote educational and enjoyable interactions in dig-
ital reading environments is not well understood [104, 143, 192]. TESS makes it possible
to study digital reading environments quickly and reanalyze previously collected screen
recordings. The results of digital reading experiments can potentially have a larger impact
than studies of analog reading technologies. Readers using digital devices can download
updates remotely [13, 111, 173], new digital artifacts are often cheaper to distribute than
their paper counterparts [164, 172, 179], and many digital devices are more portable than
analog alternatives [211]. The studies in Chapter 5 demonstrate that TESS’s outputs are
useful in reading studies. As time goes on, more researchers will develop novel ways to
use this data to help readers and educators.
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Appendix A
Middle School Reading Dataset
This appendix describes the dataset used for the zooming and scrolling studies de-
scribed in Chapter 5 in more detail. This dataset was collected by Dr. Amanda Goodwin
with help from staff in the education department. The statistical model used in the scrolling
study discussed in Section 5.1 was built by Dr. Sun-Joo Cho and used TESS’s scrolling out-
put. Both the scrolling and zooming studies used data collected from 381 fifth to eighth
graders (N=87 fifth graders, 78 sixth graders, 83 seventh graders, and 132 eighth graders)
who were learning in the classrooms of 11 teachers across 3 schools in Nashville. Eighth
graders were over-sampled because the stimulus was a passage designed for 8th graders by
NAEP. Demographic data was collected for 360 of the participants from the school board.
Two hundred and one (56%) of the students were female. 161 were White, 152 were Black,
34 were Hispanic, 12 were Asian and 1 was an American Indian. According to the 2010
census, this sample had about 12% more Blacks and less Whites than Nashville’s over-
all demographics, but otherwise matched city-wide percentages. There were 87 students
noted as economically disadvantaged and 66 spoke a language other than English at home.
These languages included Spanish, Tamil, Amharic, Arabic, Kurdish, Vietnamese, Urdu,
Somali, Persian, Rundi, Lao, Twi, Tigrinya, Chinese, French, Tagalog, Mandingo, and Por-
tuguese. Teachers reported that in class students did a mix of digital and paper reading but
one-to-one digital devices were not available in the classrooms.
The stimuli was a 2011 NAEP article on women’s suffrage (see https://www.nationsreportcard.
gov/reading 2011/testyourself g8 passage ann.aspx). Participants were told they would be
reading an interesting article about women’s suffrage. They were asked to read as they
would for a homework assignment because they would be asked questions afterwards. Each
participant first took a pre-test to asses their existing knowledge of the article’s content.
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The pre-test also contained questions on how the participant preferred to study. A list of
all questions on the pretest is available in Table A.1. Participants could elect to either have
the researcher ask the pre-test questions out loud and enter their answers in a Google Form,
or fill out the form themselves. Students were encouraged to skip questions on the pre-test
they did not know the answer to.
After completing the pretest, participants read half the article on paper and half on
touchscreen laptop. Which half a participant read in each modality was determined through
random assignment, with participants in condition A reading the first half on paper and
participants in condition B reading the first half on the laptop. After reading the article,
participants took an open book post-test which was designed to be similar to the reading
portion on standardized tests. During the post-test, students were given access to the two
halves of the article in the modality they were read in. Most questions in the post-test
referred to a specific line in the article, so performance on specific questions could be
linked to modality. A complete list of the questions on the post-test and which half of the
article contained the answer is given in Table A.2.
The article was divided at a natural break in the text. The first half contained 434 words
while the second half contained 674 words. The average sentence in the first half contained
19.48 words versus 14.98 words in the second half. Originally, there was one image in
the first half. An image was added to the second half of the article to balance the visual
stimuli. The image in the first half showed portraits of two suffragettes, while the image in
the second half showed a group of marchers carrying a banner. The text on the banner was
small, but legible, which may explain why this image was the most zoomed into part of the
stimuli. Both halves required participants to scroll when reading on the laptop, and both
were printed on two sides of a single piece of paper in the analog modality.
While reading from paper, participants had access to pens, highlighters and sticky notes.
In the digital environment they had access to plugins for making highlights and saving
typed notes with their highlights, a dictionary lookup tool and a text readout tool. The
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# Question
1 What do you know about the history of womens voting in the US?
2 What was the constitutional amendment that gave women the right to vote?
3 About how many years did it take after the Declaration of Independence for women to
earn the right to vote in every state?
4 When Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote the Womanifesto, why did she demand equal
voting rights rather than other rights like property ownership?
5 Women could run for office before they could vote in every state.
6 Which was the first state to pass a law allowing women to vote?
7 After marches and protests, President Woodrow Wilson supported the 19th amend-
ment.
8 What state played a key role in passing the 19th amendment because it was the final
state needed to approve the amendment?
9 Once the 19th amendment passed, the womens suffrage movement took off, with the
Equal Rights Amendment being passed shortly thereafter.
10 When was the first election where more women than men voted?
11 If you could choose, how would you choose to read articles?
12 What tools do you use to support your reading on paper?
13 What tools do you use to support your digital reading?
Table A.1: Pre- Test and Survey Questions
readout tool sometimes encountered bugs, but most students did not make use of it at all.
The highlight tool failed to save highlights in a few cases due to the save button not getting
pushed, but generally worked. The dictionary tool contained links to longer definitions
(the basic definition was shown in a pop-up). Students who clicked on these links found
themselves in a new tab, but were asked to close the tab and return to the article. This only
happened with a few students. The digital tools were modeled for each participant prior to
starting the digital portion of the article.
The statistical model used in the scrolling study was a between-subject generalized lin-
ear model that looked at the relationship between the each of the three scrolling measures
discussed in Section 5.1 (total number of scrolls, number of up scrolls and number of down
scrolls) and post-test performance. Pre-test performance, indicated modality preferences
and demographic data were used as controls in the model. Modality preference was quan-
tified for the model as paper = -1, digital = 1, and both = 0. The model included grade,
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# Question Answer Location
1 What do you know about the history of womens voting in the US? NA
2 What is the main purpose of the article? NA
3 What was the constitutional amendment that gave women the right
to vote in all elections?
Part 1
4 According to the article, women in New Jersey in the 1700s could Part 1
5 According to the article, what was most surprising about the ”Wom-
anifesto”?
Part 1
6 When Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote the Womanifesto, why did she
demand equal voting rights rather than other rights like property
ownership?
Part 1
7 The article says that women in the suffrage movement ”pressed their
case state by state.” This means that the women
Part 1
8 Women could vote in certain state elections before they could vote
nationally.
Part 2
9 Which was the first state to pass a law allowing women to vote? Part 2
10 In her book, America’s Women, what did Gail Collins suggest was
the reason that the Wyoming Territory passed the first permanent
suffrage law?
Part 2
11 After marches and protests, President Woodrow Wilson supported
the 19th amendment.
Part 2
12 What state played a key role in passing the 19th amendment because
it was the final state needed to approve the amendment?
Part 2
13 Once the 19th amendment passed, the womens suffrage movement
took off, with the Equal Rights Amendment being passed shortly
thereafter.
Part 2
14 When was the first election where more women than men voted? Part 2
15 About how many years did it take after the Declaration of Indepen-
dence for women to earn the right to vote in every state?
Part 2
16 Were there any additional tools that you used either when reading on
paper or digitally that you found helpful?
Survey
Table A.2: Post-Test Questions
gender, race, home language, English language learner status, standardized test percentile,
and economic status. Most of these variables were coded using a binary scheme. Race was
coded as white or non-white, home language was coded as English or different, English
language learner status was coded as enrolled in classes or not, and economic status was
coded as economically disadvantaged or not. Grade and standardized test percentile were
already numeric and were used as is.
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